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To the outhouse

An art culture
Professor Congdon talks
about the value of folkart
to all cultures -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights fall to Southern Miss 17-6, will
finish with losing record -SEE sPoRTS,As
LOOK INSIDE

2008 UCF HOMECOMING

Cause

StudenffiswanntoUCF~bigge~poolparty
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
StaffWriter

\

In our special 8-page section, tbe Future
11reviews the UCF Men's Basketball team
- from Jermaine Taylor, maybe the best
in UCF history, and a roster wrought with
eight freshmen - to a breakdown of
each team in Conference USA- from
reigning champs Memphis, to bottomdweller Rice.

Dallas Councilman Dwaine Caraway isn't
afashionista, but he is on a crusade to fix
those fashion woes. Caraway wants
people wearing baggy, low-hanging
pants to pull them up.The mayor pro
team held a summit Saturday as part of
his campaign against saggy pants. More
than 100 people showed up.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Thousands ofUCF students descended into the
Reflecting Pond on Friday
at 12:45 p.m. to showcase
their
black-and-gold
school spirit as part of the
annual Spirit Splash
event.
"It was fun, but the
amount of people was
overwhelming," humanities major Ali Sims said.
''You know, there are over
50,000 students at this
school, but when you see
them all in one place, it's
ridiculous."
Volunteers waded into
the cool water of the 2foot-deep pond first, followed quickly by students
dressed in swimsuits,
school colors, inner tubes,
goggles, mermaid tails
and one in chain mail and
sword.
While students frolicked in the water,
Knightro, decked in a blue
swimsuit and towel, the
Homecoming executive
board and volunteers
threw inflatable gold balls
and rubber ducks into the
crowd. Free T-shirts were
also given out from tents
around the perimeter of
the pond. Many other student organizations supplemented the Homecoming Executive Board's
free offerings with their
own.
"It was pretty cool,"
civil engineering major
Colton Brown said. "I just
drove right in as soon as I
could. They ·were throwing things out randomly,
PLEASE SEE

assessed
Lack of support
weakened Union
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN
Contributing Writer

· Lack of shelf angles and
problems with mortar mix
caused the Student Union to
shutdown in October, according to the engineering report
that was recently received by
Rick Falco, Associate Director
of Maintenance and Operations at the Student Union.
The dilemma was initially
thought to be a problem with
the installation of bricks when
the building was built. Falco
and another Student Union
employee at first believed the
issue to be related to a problem
with a cement job from 11 years
ago.
Now, Falco said that the
bricks were detennined to be
missing the shelf angle, the initial support of the bricks. He
also said they found something
wrong with the mortar mix,
making the structure weak.
Shelf angles are pieces of
steel that act as shelves for the
bricks. The shelf angles also
help support the weight of the
bricks. Mortar is a material
made of cement, water and
fine aggregate masonry used to
fill the gaps between blocks
and hold them together.
Officials have yet to start

Students flock to the
Reflecting Pond during
Homecoming's Spirit
Splash on Friday.
CAITLIN BUSH/
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PLEASE SEE

There will be an information session for
students interested in spending their
summer abroad in countries such as
Switzerland and France on Wednesday
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the UCF Rosen
College Room 1021.

LOCAL& STATE, A2

POLICE SAY WOMAN
HELPED STOP ARMED
MAN IN SON'S HOME
Police in Palm Bay say an 89-year-old
woman helped stop an armed
neighbor who had barged into her
son's home.Th~ neighbor allegedly
entered the house Thursday with a
han'dgun and a rifle and beljeved he
was being pursued by enemies.

NATION & WORLD, A4

SAFETY SYSTEM TURNS
ON IN RUSSIAN SUB,
SUFFOCATES 20 PEOPLE
The fire safety system on a new
Russian nuclear submarine
accidentally turned on as the sub was
being tested in the Sea of Japan,
spewing chemicals that suffocated 20
people and sent 21 to the hospital.
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Special cl~anup reqrured after Homecoming
JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

Every year, the UCF
Homecoming Committee
works hard to give the students a week full of special
events and fun activities, and
while a lot of time and planning is involved, someone has
to clean up afterward
Gameday brings out the
most people and is by far the

G

Forphotosfrom
Homecoming:
www.UCFNews.com

most expensive to clean up,
according to Interim Director
at the Physical Plant Montel
Watson. Between the remnaiits of food and cans of
beer, the employees at the
Physical Plant have their
work cut out for them.
fu past years, there have

been issues with people using
parking garage stairwells and
grass areas as bathrooms, but
tremendous efforts have been
made to avoid problems such
as these, Watson said.
"I think that students and
fans that come back for all the
various games, they'll get a
feel for where the bathrooms
and recycling baskets are
found," Watson said "Things
are getting better. We really

request that students and fans
do their best to separate trash
from recyclables. We need
for them to be more mindful"
Watson said that the recycling rates have increased
over the past few years as
well There is a very obvious
commitment by fans, alumni
and students.
''We've got good plans in
PLEASE SEE

POND ON AS

Homecoming king and queen chosen at game
JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

At the Homecoming football game on Saturday,
Michael Mollo and Samantha
Gil were crowned Homecoming king and queen.
Gil was selected to represent her sorority, Pi Beta Phi.
and Mollo represented Beta
Theta Pi. Both of them were
shocked when their names
were called and acknowledged that the win could
have gone to any of the 10
individuals on Homecoming
Court.
"The whole week you
have people come up to you
and tell you they voted for
you and people are really
excited for you," Mollo said,
"but you don't know. You can
think that you're going to
win, but out on that field anything can happen. I was
totally shocked"
All of the individuals in
Homecoming Court had to

SARAH ROGERS/ ClliTRAL FWRJOA FUTURE

Samantha Gil,beside the former queen, left,and Michael Mollo pose with Knightro after being announced the 2008 king and queen.

be interviewed and selected
by the Executive Board It
was a tight competition, considering that all 10 students

were very qualified to claim
the win, according to the
Board
"I felt like everyone was so

qualified," Gil said. "Everyone has such great personaliPLEASE SEE

SGAwill
expand
shuttle
_program
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

Students who live at Jefferson Lofts and Jefferson Village can jump on the shuttlewagon starting in the spring
semester, now that more
shuttle routes have been
approved.
The Student Government
Association has secured new
shuttle routes for the spring
semester, SGA President
Logan Berkowitz announced
on SGA'.s Web site.
"It's going to be a trial run,"
SGA Director of Campus Life
Seth Green said. "So we're
really looking for good student turnout to make sure we
can keep this going for the
following semesters. The
buses will be running from
6:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. And
there will be two buses allocated to the routes - two
stops at Jefferson Lofts and
one stop at Jefferson Village."
Green said the shuttle
would leave the new stops
every 25, minutes, and it
would take about 20 minutes
to get to campus.
"Students should be aware
if they want to use this system
and use it efficiently. They
should leave about 45 minutes before their class starts,"
Green said.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

How to spend your summer
There will be a free information session for students
interested in spending their
summer abroad on Wednesday
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the UCF
Rosen College Room 1021.
FOr more information, contact Perry Lynch at- 407-9038043
or
e-mail
plynch@mail.uc£edu.

There will be a charity auction for the Amy KuritarLohrman Memorial Scholarship on Wednesday 6:30 p.m to
8:30 p.m. in the Fairwinds
Alumni Center.
· For more information, contact Charlotte Czaja, the president of the UCF chapter of
Lambda Alpha Epsilon at 941416-4857 or e-mail LAEDZOPresident@gmaii.com.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Police say 89-year-old woman
helped stop armed neighbor
PAI.M BAY - Police in Palm
Bay say an 89-year-old woman
helped stop an armed neighbor
who had barged into her son's
home.
: The neighbor allegedly
~ntered the house Thursday
with a handgun and a rifle and
believed he was being pursued
by enemies.
Investigators say he was aiming out a window and was about
to reload when Catarina Tosca
grabbed his ammo clip. The elderly woman then fled the house.
1
Police eventually talked the
man into leaving the house
peacefully. No one was injured
· Neighbors told WZVN.::rv on
Saturday that the man bad been
out of work for eight months.
The man was taken to a mental health facility.

Bike Miami allows people to bike,
walk or skate through downtown
MIAMI - Bicyclists are safely pedaling through downtown
Miami, at least for one day.
The city's main downtown
streets were closed Sunday for
the Bike Miami event. People
were free to bike, walk or skate
through streets clogged with
aggressive drivers.
·
Miami Mayor Manny Diaz
says Bike Miami is part of a plan
to make the city more bikefriendly, with designated cycling
lanes and parking.
Miami's drivers have been
ranked among the worst in the
country for their risky road
maneuvers.

art and community

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

A framed poster and a flat sculpture
carved out of the side of an oil barrel
hang on the wall to the right. Bookshelves by the door and on the wall to
the left stretch from the floor to the ceiling and are filled with books on culture,
philosophy and art. A homed bust of a
primitive goddess sits atop the desk at
the back of the office, and handmade
shoes and figures from China sit atop
the filing cabinet to its left.
This is only a small fraction of
Kristin Congdon's art collection. Congdon, a professor of film and philosophy
at UCF, has a passion for art.
Congdon said that while growing up
she did a great deal of traveling. Her
father was in the Navy, so she was used
to starting school in the middle of the
year and moving frequently. She made
friends quickly, she said, because she
bad to.
''I think that that really helped me in
terms of an interest in exploring, an
interest in knowing other people," Congdon said
It is this interest in knowledge and in
people that Congdon said led her to a
love of art, particularly folk art.
When Congdon became interested
in being an educator, she said she was
exposed to a lot of different students
who came from a variety of backgrounds. Her husband was a community organizer in Chicago during the Civil
Rights movement and worked with the.
Black Panthers, Young Lords and Young
Patriots. Congdon said he was very
involved in the minority community
and because of that she became deeply
involved in the community as well
Congdon went back to school to get
her master's degree in art and a teaching
certificate from Indiana University, and
she began teaching in inner-city
schools.
Congdon said she taught art at an
elementary school that was mad_e up
predominantly of minority students. It
was then that she said she realized that
.in all of her education, she had never
been taught about black artists.
"I didn't know one," Congdon said
Congdon said she felt that there was
a communication gap between herself
and her students because she did not
understand their culture.
"I didn't want to be one of those people ... who just dictated what the best art
was," Congdon said "I felt like I was losing my students."
In an effort to close the gap between
herself and her students, Congdon
taught them African art.
"That was really ridiculous," Congdon said, "because that didn't make any
sense to them, · and it didn't make any
·sense to me."
Congdon said that it was experiences
like this that made her interested in
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Kristin Congdon,a UCF professor offilm and philosophy, has taught at an elementary sdlool and a prison.

changing the nature of the art world so
that it was more inclusive.
But it wasn't until her experience
teaching an art class at a maximumsecurity prison in Milwaukee that Congdon said she really came to the realization of the importance of art and the
many forms that it can take.
Congdon described the ability to
work with the inmates as limited They
were not allowed to have paint or pencils with metal on them, and the scissors
had to be kindergarten scissors. Only
three pairs were allowed in the class at a
time, and they had to remain on the
desk where she and the guards could
see them.
Congdon said this is where she realized the vast expanse of the art world
"I needed to listen to my students
about what they saw as creative activity
in such a limited space," Congdon said
She said they taught her a lot about
her aesthetic ideas concerning yam and
colors when they studied weaving. She
would bring them what she considered
the finest wool in the most natural colors and fibers.
'"They said, 'you know, we love you,
Kristin, but you bring in the ugliest
stuff,' " Congdon said
They wanted polyester and bright
colors, things she said she thought were
hideous, but when she brought them in,
the students were thrilled
Mer realizing the need for a cultural understanding between herself and
the students she wanted to teach, Congdon went back to school to get her doctorate degree from the University of
Oregon. She said she wanted to come
from the pers~e of the people she
wanted to work with. This time she
studied art and folklore.
At UCF, students and co-workers
look forward to working with Congdon.
"She is one of those scholars that you
want to grow up to be," Cecilia
Rodriguez Milanes said. Rodriguez
Milanes is an associate professor ofEnglish who teaches a class about Latin
American culture and art with Congdon
atUCF.
Rodriguez Milanes met Congdon in

2000 and has been trying to team teach
with her for four years, a goal that was
finally achieved this fall
"She is as you see her," Milanes said
"I feel like I am learning so much from
her."
Students express the understanding
that Congdon tries to achieve in her
presentation of art.
"It (the art Congdon brings in to
show her classes) adds to what she is
talking about," Christine Mann, a junior
at UCF who is enrolled in Congdon's
Latin American art and pop culture
class, said "It's better to see it."
VlDily Cannizzaro, a sophomore at
UCF in the same class, said Congdon
does a good job in trying to involve
everyone in the artistic discussions.
Congdon asks students to try and figure out the meaning or story behind the
art-pieces she brings in and tries to show
her students a sense of self in the way
the artist created a piece.
For example, Congdon brought a
wall sculpture from Haiti into her class
and explained how the man who made
it spent all'day chiseling it out ofthe side
of an empty oil barrel. The man was
homeless, with no family and.no friends,
but his art kept coming.
Cannizzaro said Congdon wants to
dig deeper into what her students are
capable of by showing them where an
art piece comes from and how they can
express themselves in the same way.
"The art is the culture," Congdon
said They are one in the same, and you
cannot study one without studying and
understanding the other, she ~d
Congdon said that art, when done
right, communicates something universal: Family relationships, love, rites of
passage, spirituality and identity. It gives
you your place in the world and Congdon said, there is nothing more important than that.
Congdon continues to love art and
says she has been on every cont;inent
except Antarctica, exploring and collecting the art forms of the world China
is her favorite place to go at the moment.
"I can't stop collecting these things:'
Congdon said.
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Get information on the CIA

Charity auction for scholarship
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The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Professor values
Contributing Writer

The Office for Corporate
Partnerships and Career Management is hosting an information session for students interesting in working with the CIA
on Wednesday from 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. in Business Administration Room no.
,For more information, contact Dennis Ferraro at 407-823or
e-mail
5627
OCPCM@bus.uc£edu.
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Start a new career in nursing at Remington College of Nursing
- Orlando. We are offering an accelerated Bachelor of Science
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We are taking applications now for
our January 2009 inaugural class.
Our brand new campus is located in Lake Mary, Florida, just
20 minutes north of downtown Orlando, conveniently off of
1-4. The college is affiliated with many recognized health
care providers in the Central Florida region to offer diverse
clinical opportunities for our students, enhancing their
learning experiences.
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Counseling Center talks long-distance relationships
TAMRA MARTIN
Contributing Writer

An estimated 4.4 million
college students are in long
distance
relationships,
according to The Center for
the Study of Long Distance
Relationships.
"The number one reason
people come to our counseling center is to deal with
relationships," psychologist
Andrew Blair said to students Thursday. Blair has
been with the UCF Counseling Center for six years.
Long-distance relationships, also known as LDRs,
are part of the Counseling
Center's Self Discovery
Knights, which is a series
that focuses on student
development and self-

improvement issues.
Seventeen students - 14
of them women - attended
the discussion held in the
Student Union.
"This says a lot about
women's investment in their
relationship," Blair said.
Blair said that LDRs exist
when people are in different
cities, states, countries or
solely through the Internet.
He also said that the main
reasons for LDRs are students attending different
colleges, someone is in the
military or a couple is separated because of careers.
Blair also discussed LDR
myths, which include that
the relationships never
work, they are not real relationships and are too expensive.

LDRs can be hard if a person needs constant reassurance in the relationship or
have a low threshold for trust,
Blair said.
"One of the best ways to
increase trust is behavioral
consistency," said Blair. "Over
time, trust can get established
by consistency. It is especially
important in a long-distance
relationship. When you say
you are going to call or text
someone, do it."
Blair went on to offer keys
to successful LDRs that he said
can be applied to any relation-

ship:
• Avoid blaming others for
• Be open to expressing distance or relationship choicthoughts and feelings. Don't es.
• Make mutual decisions as
expect your partner to be a
mind reader.
much as possible (visits, travel,
• Be clear and specific etc.).
Blair also said relationship
about expectations of each
creativity, like meeting for
other.
• Demonstrate relationship adventurous halfway vacacommitment through actions, tions, can also help with LDRs.
Mariana Zuniga, sophonot just words.
• Keep contact through e- , more, liked the emotional
mail, phone, etc.
impact the discussion had.
"It was very helpful because
• Stay involved in activities
outside the relationship like it gave us the opportunity to
joj_ning organizations, volun- talk," Zuniga said.
.
teering and making friends.
Freshman Lindsay Beard

said, she "liked that [the discussion] was small scale
because·people opened up."
Beard said her favorite part
were the keys to success.
Acknowledging that breaking up can be hard to do, Blair
ended with tips to use for
when LDRs may no longer
work: don't avoid the relationship, don't be rude or thoughtless, avoid breaking up on holidays or during major events in
someone's life, and avoid
doing impersonal break-ups
through e-mail, text or answering services.

•
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Long Distance Relationships: The Complete Guide is the result of more than a decade of

research on long distance relationships by Dr. Guldner, the world's leading authority
on long-distance relationships. Dr. Guldner addresses all of the common questions
and concerns of couples in long-distance relationships and provides practical advici:
for maintaining a satisfying long-distance relationship.
- JFMilne Publications
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Keep current with headlines
from around the globe

Accident on Russian submarine
suffocates 20, injures·21
MOSCOW - The fire
safety system on a brandnew Russian nuclear submarine accidentally turned on
as the sub was being tested in.
the Sea of Japan, spewing
chemicals that suffocated 20
people and sent 21 others to
the hospital, officials said
Sunday.
'.The Russian Navy said the
submarine itself was not
damaged in Saturday's accident and returned to its base
on Russia's Pacific coast
under its own power Sunday.
The accident also did not
pose any radiation danger,
the navy said.
Yet it was Russia's worst
naval accident since torpedo
explosions sank another
nuclear-powered submarine,
the Kursk, in the Barents Sea
in 2000, killing all ll8 seamen
aboard.
The victims suffocated
Saturday after the submarine's fire-extinguish¥1g system released Freon gas, said
Sergei Markin, an official
with Russia's top investigative agency. He said forensic
tests found Freon in the victims' lungs.
Seventeen civilians and
three seamen died in the accident and 21 others were hospitalized after being evacuated
to shore, Russian navy
spokesman Capt. Igor Dygalo
said None of the injuries were
life-threatening, he added
"The submarine's nuclear
reactor was operating normally and radiation levels
were normal," he said, adding
the accident affected two
sections of the submarine
closest to the bow.
Markin's agency, the
Investigative
Committee
under the Prosecutor General's· office, has launched a
probe into the accident,
which he said will focus on
' what activated the firefighting system and possible violations of operating rules.
Lev Fyodorov, a top Russian chemical expert, said the
Freon pushe<;l oxygen out,
causing those inside to die of
suffocation.

Protective awning
said to be too costly
FROM

Al

To avoid that cost, the team
fixing the destroyed bricks, but decided to keep the Union
they are evaluating a way to front entrance closed for a few
start. They removed the faulty more days than planned This
bricks after two weeks of was the cheapest decision
knowing what the problem made, Falco said
was.
Falco said that the engineers
The two main concerns that and contractors involved are
Falco's team have at this point "stating that there are no safety
are the missing shelfangles and concerns" at this time, promptthe weakness of the mortar. ing the team to reopen the front
They also have several other entrance to the Union before
concerns that, they feel, are any repairs have begun.
However, as it stands, there
small compared to the missing
shelf angles. These include isno~ttimeframeasrowhen
issues with extra mortar behind that area will be fixed or if and
brick and blocked weapholes. when the main entrance will be
Officials say these smaller con- completely bloc..ked off again.
In addition, the main
cerns won't cause any structural issues, but they might cause entrance of the Student Union
excess moisture and cause the was not the only place found
with missing components.
building to leak.
An earlier article in the Other areas were also discovFuture reported that a structure ered; however, they are not a
would be put in place for stu- danger to the students, accorddents to walk under while the ing to Falco.
"They could potentially be
area was being assessed and
fixed Falco and his team were problems in the future, and
planning on putting this pas- [we] need to determine the
sageway up, however, costs cut best course of action to have all
the issues remedied," Falco
in.
"The cost of the tunnel said
would have been over $32,000;'
Until all the problems are
properly evaluated together,
Falco said
The brick removal and hav- officials are holding off on any
ing the building waterproofed, course of action.
according to Falco, would cost
"[We] are still evaluating
$47,526, not including any other alternatives, as there may be
costs. If the awning was built, it other problems with the initial
would have added another brick installation," Falco said

EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Colorado college faculty wants
money from vending machines
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Student Union officials decided it was too costly to put up a $32,000 awning over the
entran.ce while they made repairs to the entrance, damaged in part from bad mortar.
I·-,

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER

$32,000 to the overall cost.

Shuttles take 16,000
to campus every day
FROM

Al

The new shuttle routes
were based on student
BOULDER, Colo. - Unidemand, Green said Pegasus
versity of Colorado faculty . Landing and Pegasus Pointe
want more money from camwill also receive more shuttles
pus vending machines to be
during peak ridership hours.
invested in the scholarship
The UCF shuttles are
fund the school has for their
funded by students through
dependents.
the school's transportation
Faculty members say the
fee.
university's scholarship fund
"It's no grants," Green said.
for staff members is not keep"It's not public transportation.
ing pace with similar proThat's what really sets us
grams nationwide, and they
apart and makes us different.
would like the $750 available
It allows us to give leeway by
to their dependents one
having full control of these
semester every year to be
buses, unlike other schools
increased to $1,000.
that rely on grants."
The university collects
Green said he is aware that
about $280,000 annually from
students who live in housing
the vending machines._j;)ut
with no shuttle access get
$106,000 of that-goes to the
frustrated because of the
Staff Council's budget.
transportation fees' use on
shuttles.
Midwestern State Universify frat
"I explain to them how it
suspended 3 years for violations
benefits them," Green said.
WICHITA FALLS, Texas
"[The shuttles] take 16,000
- A Midwestern State l,Jni::.
students to campus every·day.
versity fraternity has been susThat's 16,000 [parking] spots
pended for at least three years
that would have been taken
following an incident where a
that are now open. There's
freshman nearly died from
less traffic on campus." ·
alcohol poisoning.
Computer science majors
The decision suspending
Andrew Dugan and Terrence
the fraternity's Midwestern
Purswani own. cars, but they
State chapter was a joint decichoose to ride shuttles instead
sion by university officials and
"Sometimes it's hard to get
the Kappa Alpha national
parking so I can't always
office, said Larry Wiese, exec- · drive, and it's a little more
utive director of the Kappa
convenient to take the bus,"
Alpha Order.
Dugan, a junior, said "It saves
Kappa Alpha was accused
me time and gas because I
of violating hazing, alcohol
don't have to drive back and
and reckless conduct rules
forth."
included in the student code of
Sophomore Purswani has
conduct. Chapter members
been riding the shuttles from
accepted responsibility for the
Pegasus Landing -for four
violations, said Keith Lamb,
semesters because he said he
the school's associate vice
likes to live as green as possipresident for student affairs.
ble and conserve gas.
1
The University Police
'[Riding the shuttles] gives
Department said there is a
me an opportunity to study
continuing investigation into
for a quiz or whatever· or eat
the incident.
breakfast, as opposed to driving with my eyes on the road,"
Purswani said in an e-mail.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

"Sometimes it's much faster
than driving. If there was no
shuttle, that would suck Parking would be so bad that I
would just bike to class.
"No shuttles would eq1,1al
to a lot of traffic, more pollution, car incidents and maybe
even a noticeably higher
demand for gas. The shuttles
are one of the most important
amenities at Pegasus; it
enables students to actually
live off-campus."
Freshman business major
Christie Durand, a Pegasus
Landing resident, has no car.
She said she chose to live
there because of the shuttles.
According to Gre~n, the
UCF shuttle service was ,1
launched about seven years
ago. It started with three shuttles traveling to two apartment complexes, with about
· 100 riders a day. Now, 25 shuttles stop .a t 15 apartm~nt com_:plexes to transport at lea.st
16,000 students a day.
"Right DOW• we have a
pledge that we wilr provioe -· ~
shuttles to any apartment
complex within two miles of
the school,'' Green said. "The
reason why we limit it to the
two miles is because of the
turnaround time in traffic."
However, Jefferson Village
and Jefferson Lofts are both a
little over two-and-a-half
miles away from the main
-campus. Green said officials
are curious to see how the
- trial run will work
"The Student Government
worked very hard. We worked
with the administration,
specifically the finance
administration that oversees
Parking and Transportation,''
SGA Vice President Brandon
Delanois said. "We're very
excited about the [trial run]
because we have a huge student population [at Jefferson
Village and Jefferson Lofts]
and they deserve to be served
as well."
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, Event highlighted by local musicians' performances
FROM A1

'

and I caught a ball but threw
it to some girl."
Spirit Splash officially
began at noon with a concert
by local Floridian rapper LBE-Z and Los Angeles-based
hip-hop group Living Leg-

,

ends in front of the Math
and Physics building.
"I did Spirit Splash last
year, but there were more
people this year," psychology major Crystal Batista
said. "It's funnier with more
people in the fountain,
though last year there was

more music, more spirit. But
µris is the best Homecoming
event and to me the best college tradition."
The concert lasted 45
minutes, with Knightcast
taking over further music
responsibilities, playing current hits and Zombie Nation.

.,

Following the concert was the
start of the pep rally with students rushing into the pond
and performances by UCF's
cheerleaders, the KnightMoves dance team and
Marching Knights.
The cheerleaders and
dance team showcased their
abilities on a platform in front
of Millican Hall while the
band played the fight song
along the fountain's edge.
"I really liked standing

around the reflection pond
doing the chant," said Jessica
LeClair, ·a psychology major
and Marching Knights piccolo
player. "It was cool that everyone responds to the band. It's
not like that in a high school."
While students remained
wading in the water, head
football coach George O'Leary
and the two football captains
addressed the crowd ~ anticipation of Saturday's Homecoming finale: The game

against Southern Miss.
Last year's reigning Homecoming klllg and queen
announced this ·year's homecoming court nominees,
preparing to pass their titles
on to this year's selections.
The event ended with volunteers and the Homecoming
Executive Board forcing students from the Pond so the
Physical Plant could drain and
clean it out by removing dirt
and debris from the event.

,

metroPCS.PIESEITI:
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Thousands of students flocked the Reflecting Pond on Friday outside of Millican Hall for the Spirit Splash of Homecoming 2008.

Pond gets a quick cleaning
FROM A1

")

:>

.

'I just think there's a really good
group of committed people who
are working to make this a really
nice event for everyone_.'

place, and I think things are
running smoothly because
administration planned so far
in advance before the :f irst
game last year:' Watson said.
"I just think there's a really
good group of committed
people who are working to
make this a really nice event
.
- MONTEL WATSON
for everyone."
INTERIM DIRECTOR AT THE PHYSICAL PLANT
Even students are surprised by the improvements
that have been made over the that takes a lot of effort to organizations participating in
years.
clean-up is Spirit Splash. This Homecoming Week can be
"rm always amazed at how is the only time during the put up, Watson said. These
clean the campus is after we · year that people are allowed panels .are used to block the
have a football game," biology to go into the Reflecting Pond. spigots, so they don't get
major Shane Drahos said. The water is cloudy and filthy damaged by people in the
"This year has been especially by the time people get out of Reflecting Pond.
impressive. I have class early it, which has to be corrected
After the event takes place,
Monday morning, and I as soon as possible.
the water must be drained and
Prior to Spirit Splash, the replaced again to assure that
always recognize the tremendous effort put into cleaning water has to be drained so the water is clean to serve as a
up after everyone."
that the wooden panels that positive representation for
Watson said another event represent .the clubs 1- and visitors to the campus. ~

Winners to be best Knights
FROM A1

j

ties, and they're all super
involved so it was a tough call.
Whatever happens happens,
but I'm so excited."
Both Mollo and Gil
stressed the importance to set
a positive example for other
UCF students as Homecoming king and queen. They
plan to go above and beyond

in all aspects on campus.
''I think that as Homecoming queen it is your responsibility to be the ultimate UCF
Knight," Gil said. "Yve been
trying so far, but now I'm
going to try even harder to
take part in everything that is
UCF. That's what I want to
do."
Mollo agreed with Gil and
also explained his plans to

motivate other students to
aim for big goals.
"I'm just going to try to be
the biggest Knight I can,"
Mollo said. "l mean, I love
this school to death, and I'm
just really excited. I think the
main thing I'm going to try to
do is keep motivating the students around me to go for the
leadership positions on campus."
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Award Banquet honors~
MATTHEW BEATON
StaffWriter

Homecoming 2008 was marfced by a plethora of on-campus events and activities. Some events, like Festival of Knights, sent some
students flying into the air (second from bottom), had some getting in on a pie-eating contests (oppo$it,e page, bottom), had lots
of students dressing up (top) and had the Shimmy Knights (opposite page,~- bottom)~ up a-storm.
On Thucstfay night, Panic! at the l)isco (second from the top) and Dashboard C o ~ ( o ~ ~~ncl from top), along
with The Cab and the Plain WhiteT's, performed at the UCF Arena.
Penny Wars (above) was a weeklong event in which teams collected pennies - ~nd only pennies - for Children's Miracle
Network. "It was all for the kids, and it was a lot of fun; said Xavier Gonzalez, the Delta Tau Delta Homecoming chair.

A celebratory mood filled the Student
Union Pegasus Ballroom on Sunday as Homecoming event staff celebrated a successful
week with their annual Awards Banquet.
Invitations for the Banquet were given to
groups who won or placed during the
Homecoming competitions. The 2008
Homecoming king, Michael Mollo and
queen, Samantha Gil, were also presented to
those in attendance.
"I would like to give a special thanks to all
the students that who came out to the
Homecoming events ... because they have a
lot of school pride," said Mollo, a member of
Beta Theta Pi and a biology major. "That's
the kind of students that I like to see, that's
what makes me proud to be a UCF Knight."
Throughout the Banquet, an LCD projector displayed images of the week's festivities
while students engaged in mirthful conversations.
The afternoon kicked off with a meal as
Kristyn Cerni encouraged attendees to help
themselves to the buffet, which lined the
room's back wall.
Students heartily ate and enjoyed the
Banquet fare while eagerly anticipating the
impending award present 4tion. The trophies stood high on stage st~cked like cellphone reception bars, 'l argest to smallest.
The award ceremony commenced
around 2:30 p.m. Kristyn Cerni, tne Homecoming Judges and Awai;ds Director, opened
the ceremony by givmg her appteciation to
the students for their efforts.
"I wanted to thank all the student organizations for all of their hard work this week,"
said Cerni, a junior nursing major. ''I know
you've been .working on this i;eally hard
since Au~t." ,
Because of the multitude of trophies, the
award presenters exercise'd: brevity as they
went through the largerstac}t.
As the presenters moved through the
numerous trophies, John !eger, the Homecoming vo)unteer director, used-the ceremony's midway point to give short speech
thanking and congratulating ~the student
staff who put on Homecoming Week.
Following the speech, the winners of the

a

Overall Points Award were announced.
There Were two separate divisiop.s_wh6
vied for the prize.
Groups containing more than 100·
members were classified as a
large group while those containing fewer than 100 members were
considered a small group.
Throughout the week the teams
earned point through participating and attending t!ie various
events.
At the week's end, the
point~ are totaled .and those with
the largest point totalS" earn this
most prestigious honor. Campus
Crusade for Christ' Teceived the
award for the small group section and
was thrilled with the honor. , " ,
"We do everything 'because that's the
only way that you have a chance at winning
the overall [points award]," said Carissa Van

e.
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Knightro pumped up the
aowd before entering the

Reflecting Pond at the
annual Spirit Splash event
Friday. The event drew
thousands of UCF students.
RAMI ROTLEWICZ /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

s' hard work and spirit
L

Dalen, Campus Crusade's Homecoming representative. "It was a surprise to me because
I did not think that we would [ win]. I am in
shock ... it's amazing; I never expected us to
do that well."
Campus Crusade for Christ also won the
Spirit Cup and Skit Knight. The LEAD Scholars won the Overall Point award for the large
group division, and Pi Omega/Sigma Nu won
the Spirit Cup for large organizations.
After the Banquet's conclusion, the Homecoming event staff was thrilled with the week
and the Banquet's success.
"I think that the week turned out amazing,"
Cerni said. "I think that everybody did a great
job ... I think that the [Awards Banquet] is a
great way to reward the [teams] because
everyone likes to have something to show off."
The students also expressed their appreciation and their approbation of the week's success.
"This is probably one of the best Homecoming's that I've been a part of, and it's my
fourth year so
that says a lot,"
Van Dalen said.
"I
thought
that
the
Executive
Board
did
a
great job
with it,
and we
really
enjoyed it
this
year."
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FOR GAME RECAPS OF MEN'S SOCCER, WOMEN'S SOCCER AND VOLLEYBALL FROM THE WEEKEND, GOTO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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GOLDEN EAGLES 17

I KNIGHTS 6

(.

THERN Ml ~IN
Bowl chances
endasUCF
drops its 4th
game in a row

ALABAMA,TEXAS TECH STILL
TOPS AS PENN STATE FALLS
NEW YORK- Penn State slipped to
the back ofthe one-loss pack Sunday in
The Associated Press college football
poll, while No.1 Alabama and No. 2
Texas Tech strengthened their hold on
the top spots.
The Nittany Lions fell four places to
No. 7 in the Top 25 after losing for the
· firsttimethisseason.The 24-23 lossat
· Iowa on a field goal in the final seconds
all but eliminated coach Joe Patemo's
team from the national title race and
· left only Alabama and Texas Tech as
unbeaten teams from the six BCS
conferences.
The Crimson Tide (10-0) needed
overtime to stay perfect, beating LSU ·
27-21 in NickSaban's return to Baton
. Rouge, La.,as Alabama coach.
The Red Raiders (10-0) followed up
their big win over Texas last week with ·
a resounding 56-20 victory against
Oklahoma State.
Alaba_ma plays Mississippi State at
home on Saturday and Texas Tech has a
week offbefore playing at Oklahoma
on Nov.22,the Red Raiders'fourth
consecutive game against a ranked
opponent.
No.3 Florida, No.4Texas, No. 5
Oklahoma and No. 6 Southern
· Califomia,all with one-loss but still with
national title hopes, all moved up one
spot and are ahead of the Penn State.
No.8Utah (10-0) moved up two
spots,jumping over Boise State (9-0)
· which stayed at No. 9.The Utes and .
Broncos are both trying to break into
the Bowl Championship Series from
conferences without an automatic bid
to the big-money games.
.
Ohio State moved up two spots and
completes the first 10.

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor
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The UCF Football team
lowered its totals as the
nation's worst offense Saturday night against Southern Miss in yet another
poor performance with the
ball that left the Knights
with a 17-6 loss in its Homecoming game.
UCF put up 208 yards of
total offense, bringing its
season. average down to
234.3 yards per game, a
healthy 13 yards behind the
second-worst
offensive
team, in the Football Bowl
Subdivision, Washington
State.
The Knights presented
some hope with a touchdown on their first drive
and ll3 yards in the first
quarter. Then the night
started to go south.
The Knights stopped
nmning the ball, quarterbacks Rob Calabrese and
Michael Greco were ineffective, and UCF was
outscored 10-0 after halftime to seal defeat. So basically it was the same old
story for the 2008 Knights.
Just ask UCF head coach
George O'Leary.
''It's the same story every
week, and that was
addressed at halftime," he
said ''I just don't think we
have enough guys on
offense who can make
things happen. I really
don't."
But this dreadful merrygo-round for the Knights
had a twist. The loss
dropped them to 2-7 on the
year, eliminating any possibility of a bowl game after
winning Conference USA
and appearing in the Liberty Bowl less than 11 months
ago.
"The senior class, I feel
bad for thbse guys because
they have been with the
program now for four years

Offense stagnant again in Homecoming loss
Arecord-setting Knight

PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

In the 11th week of the college football season last year, the UGF Football
team was reeling off its fourth consecutive victory en route to a Conference
USA title.
This year, the Knights spent the
same weekend losing their fourth
consecutive game and ensuring a losing season with no chance at another
conference title.
UCF (2-7 overall, 1-4 C-USA) dominated the Southern Miss Golden
Eagles for the first quarter, but then
they fell apart in the final three during
a17-6loss.
Here is a breakdown of the loss:

UCF has the worse offense in the
Football Bowl Subdivision, and
nowhere is that more noticeable than
in sophomore punter Blake Clingan's
perfonnance.
Early in the fourth quarter, Clingan
punted for the eighth time, the third
time in the past four games that he has
punted at least eight times. The punt
gave him 67 on the season - a UCF
single-season record
"I'm not really concerned about
breaking any records, punting wise,"
Clingan said. 'Tm just out there like
any other player. When coach calls my
number, I go out there and do my job."
Clingan has been doing his job a
PLEASE SEE

CALZAGHE GETS BACK UP,
BEATS AND BLOODIES JONES JR.

NEW YORK - Joe Calzaghe toiled
for years in relative obscurity, winning
titles and building a virtually
unmatched resume- but never
venturing from Europe to challenge
boxing's best.
It turns out he should have done so
long ago.There was nothing at all to
fear.
The popular undefeated Welshman
overcame a first-round knockdown to
beat Roy Jones Jr. in a bloody one-sided
unanimous decision Saturday night,
delighting a raucous crowd at Madison
Square Garden that seemed to be
heavily in his favor.
After winning a dose decision over
sawy veteran Bernard Hopkins in April,
Calzaghe has little left to prove on boxing's biggest stage and few can fault him
if he follows fellow British boxing star
Lennox Lewis into retirement at his
peak.
'Tois year Ijust beat two legends,
with Hopkins and Jones, and Icame to
the United States to do rt," Calzaghe
said"I took the risk.They didn't come to
me. Itook the risk."
Calzaghe (46-0) opened a deep gash
over Jones'left eye in the seventh
round, forcing the ringside doctor to
take a dose look at it.The bout was
allowed to continue, blood flowing
down Jones'face, but it hardly mattered
after that.
All three judges scored the fight 118109 for Calzaghe.
'Toe pitter-pats were harder than I
thought," said Jones, who couldn't see
out of his left eye in the later rounds."!
don't know. He won the figpt. He
definitely won the fight."

,(:
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UCF wide receiver Brian Watters misses a high pass
from Rob Calabrese during the Knights' 17-6 loss.
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Knights show off at Madness
· R~!:!i!~S '
After the UCF Football
team's loss to Southern Miss on
Saturday, Knights' fans took a
stroll over to the UCF Arena to
check out UCF Men's Basketball's Postgame Madness.
More than 2,000 fans got
their first peak at the 2008-09
version of the Knights, a team
which returns star Jermaine
'I'aylor and also includes eight
freshmen,
during
their
intrasquad scrimmage. Black
defeated the Gold team 89-83.
Taylor led the winning effort
with 31 points.
Freshman point guard AJ.
Rompza looked very comfortable leading the Black team's
offense in the scrimmage.
Rompza, who is projected to
start for the Knights when they
open the season · Sunday
against North Carolina A&T,
threaded the needle on a couple of passes and also had a
couple of nice assists to Taylor
that led to alley-oop, windmill
dunks. Rompza registered just 1
point during the scrimmage
and suffered from cramps early
·in the second half, but returned

NEWS TO NOTE
LEADING THE WAY
Senior Jermaine Taylor returns to the
Knights after a 2007-DB season in
which he scored 646 points, the fifthmost points in school history.
HIGH FIVE
The Knights, who start their season on
Sunday at home versus North Carolina
A&T, have won their past five seasonopening games.
to rmish the game.
Taylor appeared to be in
midseason form and showed
off his great athleticism with a
couple of jaw-dropping dunks.
He also shot the ball well from
behind the 3-point line and
drained his mid-range shots.
Another impressive freshman · was Isaac Sosa He hit
almost every shot he took,
especially from behind the arc,
and registered 23 poµits. Sosa
also handled the ball well and
had a couple of steals on
defense.
The 7-foot-4-inch giant,
Jakub KusQJ.i.eruk, registered
just 5 points in the game and

never really looked in sync on
either side of the floor. He
worked slower than game
speed and missed a couple of
shots about 5 feet from under
the basket,
The most impressive guy on
the floor was freshman Dave
Diakite. Referred to as a ''mini
Jermaine Taylor" by Taylor,
Diakite showed a ton of athl(,ticism and speed, just like that of
Taylor. He had a couple of
windmill dunks, especially one
with 4 minutes remaining in
the second half that made the
crowd erupt. Diakite registered
. 20 points for the Gold team.
The Knights will have to
find a replacement at the forward position for Tony Davis, a
returning starter from last season who may be out for as long
as six weeks with ligament
damage in his knee. A couple of
the competitors for the position, sophomore Jean Michel
Yotio and freshman P.J. Gaynor,
had flashes in which they
looked impressive, but also
struggled.
UCF will hit the floor for an
exhibition match against Flagler on Tuesday before opening its regular season Sunday.
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COREY MAYNARD / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Senior guard/forward Jermaine Taylor put on a show Saturday night in the UCF Arena as he
put down a number of high-flying dunks during UCF Men's Basketball's Postgame Madness.
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No points for UCF after first drive
FROM A8
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with some of them being
three- or four-year starters,"
O'Leary said "I just feel bad
that they don't have a chance
to receive and go to a bowl
game. They have put an awful
lot of good times, plays and
wins into this program." '
The Knights prepared for
this weekend with one goal:
Four wins in four games. If
they were able to pull off this
trick, they would save themselves a slim possibility of a
divisional title and a bowl
berth.
UCF began the game strong
with an 11-play, 91-yard drive,
its longest of the year.
Calabrese, who got the start
behind center instead of
Greco, completed four of five
passes on the drive for 46
yards, including a 3-yard strike
to Khymest Williams in the
deep-left corner of the end
zone. Daren Daly missed extra
point attempt kept the
Knights' lead at just 6-0.
The Knights limited the
Golden Eagles, who were
without 1,000-yard rusher and
preseason conference offensive player of the year Damion

Golden Eagles quarterback
Austin Davis finished the
ensuing IO-play drive by lofting a pass to 6-foot-6-inch
Fletcher due to a hamstring freshman DeAndre Brown,
injury, to just 17 yards in the who made a ·nice over-the- ·
opening quarter.
shoulder grab against 5-foot-11UCF's offense usually dis- inch comerback Joe Burnett.
appears in the second half of
The touchdown, which was
the game this season, but it Brown's 11th of the season, put
began its brand of magic early USM ahead 7-6.
Saturday.
In the second half, UCF's
The Knights gained a net offense did what it usually
total of nine yards in the sec- does in the second half: Not
ond quarter in 11 plays. And much. Those short possesafter running back Brynn Har- sions helped Southern Miss
vey ran for 34 yards on six car- put away the game with a couries in the first 15 minutes, he ple of long, methodical, cripgot the ball just once more in pling drives.
the remaining 45.
The first trek started at the
O'Leary said that many run- 9:02 mark of the third quarter.
ning plays were called during Just 5 seconds were remaining
the game, but some were in the quarter by the end of.it.
changed to passing plays after
Davis ran for 38 yards on
the coaching staff saw that . the drive and scored an on 8Southern Miss' defense · was yard scramble to give the his
putting eight players up near team "a 14-6 lead That was the
the line of scrimmage to stop clitrlax of an 85-yard drive that
the run.
took 17 plays to complete.
So the Knights took to the
With drives such as that
air, and on the second play of one, it's no surprise that the
UCF's second drive in the sec- Golden Eagles set season highs
ond quarter, Calabrese threw a with 88 plays and nearly 42
pass right to USM's Eddie minutes in time of possession.
Hicks to get the Golden Eagles
Southern Miss put the
started at UCF's 46-yard line.
game away with 6 minutes
For a gallery from
thegame,goto
www.UCFNews.com

remaining with another long
drive -11 plays and 71 yards that resulted in a Britt Barefoot
field goal.
''Very disappointed that we
are not going to be able to
come away with a winning
season," UCF senior safety
Jason Venson said about his
team's feelings about the loss.
"We worked very hard this
year and would have liked to
have gone to a bowl We're just
disappointed"
Calabrese was replaced due
to an injury early in the fourth
quarter by Greco, who must
not have impressed the coaches.
UCF's offense went threeand-out in its only drive with
Greco at the helm, and when
ask~ if there w,as any thought
ofputting Greco back in for the
next series, O'Leary firmly
stated, ''No, not at all."
So now the Knights have
moved into the role of spoiler.
With their season destined to
end three weeks from now, it
will also signal the end of a
career for the team's seniors.
But while a bowl game is out of
the question, Venson said t11is
team still has pride to finish the
season strong.

Players left to play for 'pride'
FROM A8

lot, so much so that he has
punted more tiµies than either
Rob Calabrese or Michael
Greco has completed passes.
''No one wants to punt, but
. when he calls my number, fve
got to do my job," Clingan said
"... Hopefully we'll punt less
next year."

Rushing nowhere

A

I)

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
STREAK SNAPPED'

GEATHERS GATHERING SACKS

UCF failed to intercept a pass against
the Golden Eagles, breaking its 16game streak of games with a pick.
The last time the Knights did not
record an interception was on Oct.13,
2007 against South Florida.

Junior Jarvis Geathers recorded 2.5
sacks against the Golden Eagles, his ·
second game of the season with
more than one sack. Against SMU, he
had two sacks. He leads the team
with 5.5 sacks.

FEARSOME FOURSOME

STALLED

Wrth their starts against Southern
Miss, comerbacks Joe Burnett and
Johnell Neal and safeties Sha'reff
Rashad and Jason Venson have
combined to start 171 games. They
also have 48 career interceptions.

UCF had 64 yards on the ground
Saturday, bringing their season pergame average down to 107.7, which
is 103rd in the Football Bowl
Subdivis.ion and second to last in
Conference USA.

As bad as the UCF offense
is, it is significantly more productive when the Knights are
able to run the ball.
But for the fourth consecutive game, UCF had fewer
than 100 yards on the ground
The Knights had 64 yards
rushing against Southern bulk of the carries, although pionship repeat as well as a
Miss, a team that allowed an Latavius Murray did rush winning season.
average of almost 179 rushing twice for 5 yards.
Now there is one thing for
yards per game coming into
Harvey carried the ball five which to play.
Saturday.
"Pride," safety Jason Ven-·
times for 40 yards on UCF's
During the four-game los- · rrrst drive, and he rushed once son said. ''The game offootball
ing streak, the Knights have more in the first quarter., But isa prideful game. We're going
averaged 53.25 yards on the he touched the ball only once .to go out and play for each
ground
for the rest ofthe game.
other the last few games."
''They were putting sevenAs a team, the Knights
and eight-man fronts up rushed just six times after half- Up next
there," UCF head coach time, gaining just 86 yards of
Next up for the Knights are
George O'Leary said of the total offense.
the Marshall Thundering Herd
Southern Miss defense. ''They
- who are second in C-USA'.s
had an extra guy in the run Title hopes dashed
East Division - on Saturday in
game all the time."
UCF could have lost to the Huntington, W. Va Kickoff is
Before the Southern Miss Golden Eagles and still made scheduled for 4:30 p.m.
game, O'Leary said he wanted it the Conference USA ChamUCF beat Marshall 47-B at
his running backs to see play- pionship, although it would Bright House Networks Stadiing time.
um last season. But as we've
have taken a lot of help.
But it was offense as usual
But East Carolina beat seen, last season was a very
for the Knights, with Brynn Marshall in overtime, ending different time for UCF FootHarvey starting and seeing the the Knights' hopes of a cham- ball.

I scored
Lauren Palmer
San Diego, CA

a3 7
on the

(Combined score ou·t of
a possible 45 points)

MCAT*

MCOR9100A begins on ecember 1 at the UCF Kaplan Center.
This course meets on Mondays and Wednesdays until April 8.
MCOR9000A begins on December 20 at the Orlando Kaplan Center.
This course meets on Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays until March 21.

)'.

)'r!'

More people get into medical school with a Kaplan MCAT
c-ourse than all other major courses combined._'_

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.coin1mcat -

·MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association ofAmerican Medical Colleges. tPeople refers to medical students who participated in t~e survey and
who took the MCAT and a course to prepare fortt. Harris Interactive® onllne study for Kaplan conducted betweer Sept. 9 and 18, 2003 among 5,779 U.S.
adults who were current medical students or had been medical students previously, of whom 2,746 took the MCAT and a couise to prepare for it. ;Condrtfons
anq re$trtctions apply. For complete guarantee eligibility requirements. visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee applies only to Kaplan eouises
taken and completed within the United States. Puerto Rico, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, an<l France. MCA2754
1

If you're about to graduate with a business degree, now is the perfect time to set yourself apart
with an MBA from the prestigious University of Miami school of Business Administration.
The one-Year UM MBA program, offered exclusively to recent graduates in business, is innovative,
globally-focused and taught by the world-class UM MBA faculty. And you can complete the

•·

,.

MCOR9200A~egins on April 6 at Rollins College. ·
This course meets on Mondays and Wednesdays until July 15.

HIGHER MCAT SCORE GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACI< ."'

•
•
•

• -1

program, along with a summer internship, in 11 short months.
Attend an on-campus question and answer session November 21, 2008, or visit us online.
Now is the time to learn what a UM MBA can do for your future. Reserve your place today.

.

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2008 AT 11:30 A.M .
UM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ROOM GB 431
RSVP 305-284-25 10 I MBA@MIAMI.EDU
WWW.MBAONEYEAR.COM
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"Barack to the Future"?
That shirt says nothing
about the issues.

IN 1955

OUR STANCE

Republican P

needs ,ntajor rehab
T

landslide. Except the GOP along After Obama's win, many people
with McCain campaign aides are . thought back to Abraham Linnow using poor old Sarah Palin
coln, who effectively ended slavas a scapegoat and blaming her
ery. Yet what most people don't
for costing them the election.
realize is that Lincoln was a
She even apologized right after
Republican, and the first to
McCain's concession speech and become president.
said she was "sorry if she cost
The Grand Old Party used to
be progressive in nature and had
John McCain even one vote."
That's mighty classy of her to forward thinking ideas. It was
acknowledge that they lost and
the party to end slavery, the
party that emphasized higher
the better man won. The GOP
took her apology as an admiseducation and the party to build
sion of guilt and ran wild with
most of the established infraaccusations of not following
structure that has developed
orders and spending money that into the superpower that is the
wasn't hers. McCain aides under United· States.
Unfortunately, over the last
the cloak of anonymity are now
just flinging insults at her like 450 years, that has slowly
year-olds. It has been claimed
· changed. The progressiveness of
that Palin didn't know Africa
the Republican Party has now
was a continent and that-She
b~n adopted by the Democratic
couldn't name the countries that Party. Wpile Republicans are
are part of the North American
fighting for things like banning
Free Trade Agreement (her
gay-marriage and abortion,
neighbor Canada being one of
Democrats are fighting for betthem).
ter schools, equal pay for men
All of this bickering just furand women and health care
thers the argument that the
reform - issues that actually ·
Republican Party has no idea
matter to the overall well-being
what it's doing or where it's
of the country.
going. Right after the election,
President Bush has most likeCNN asked several Republican
ly tainted the Republican image
strategists, including former
for many years to c;:ome. His
White House staff, who they
- bl.!:illdep ap.d missteps will not
thought would be the next
be soon forgotten. But as much
leader of the GOP. All five
as Republicans probably hate
strategists gave blank stares, and ~ 'change' right now, a
none could come up with a cercom.pletetop-down overhaul is
tain answer.
the only way for the GOP to surThe problem as we see it is
VNle the global disaster that the
that the GOP has lost sight of its current administration has left
original views and core beliefs.
us with.

New place for
college information
I

•

•

t's official: Unigo.com is a
godsend for confused high
school grads and interested
college students.
Unigo.com is a Web site that
allows users to find their university of choice and comment on
their experiences at the school
as well as upload pictures and
video of the campus and campus
events. It also provides users
with a summary of the school,
giving a brief introduction to
some of the facts. However,
beware of shady figures.
The site allows you to register so you can comment, only
asking for your name and a few
other logistical questions. From
there, you can comment on any
university you please and
browse other campuses. However, you do not have to register to
search through the schools.
Users see both the good and
bad side of campus life. It gives
students a voice, and students
may be the best reference when
it comes to rating their school.
Think about it. Who better
than you knows how it feels to

('

be one of the 49,000 at UCF?
Who better than you knows
how it feels to walk across the
campus? Who better than you
knows the professors that you
love, hate or couldn't care less
about? The site is an excellent
guide for those lost in the shuffle
and those who just want the real
deal from a straightforward honest source.
Remember those days when
you were in high school and you
were still unsure where you
were going to college, or even if
you wanted to go to college at
all? Maybe you got a bunch of
letters in the mail Maybe you
actually toured campuses. Whatever you did to make your final
decision, an easy online reference like this certainly would
have helped in your decisionmaking process.
Not to.mention, the site lists
things colleges would never
want publicly broadcasted It
lists the big, bad stereotypes that
marketing directors everywhere
fear with a passion. UCF's page,
of course, lists nicknames such

C.

The convenience
of being American

RINALDO STEPHENS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

uesday Nov. 4, 2008, is a
day that will no doubt go
down in the history
books as being one of the most
important presidential elections
since the founding of the United
States.
Standing in the Arena among
hundreds of students eagerly
watching a few television
screens was truly a sight to be
seen. Once the results were
announced many students simply couldn't hold back the tears
and cries of joy that represented
a collective feeling of satisfaction. One person said that it was
the greatest night of her life.
Another said she never
thought she would see the day
when America would break the
racial barrier and elect a black
president. What we see and hear
on the street is that Americans
(at least the majority of Americans) now walk around with a
sense of optimism that hasn't
been there for ·eight long years.
The Democratic Party now
controls both houses of Congress with a strong majority and
a Democratic president to top it
off. That means they're sitting
pretty for at least the next two
years. So what's next for the
Republican Party? Barack
Obama will surely do his best to
keep things civil and bipartisan
in Congress, but grudges run
deep, often making it difficult to
get any kind of substantial legislation passed
Sen. John McCain's loss was a

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Monday, November 10, 2008

as ''U Can't Finish" and "Under
Construction Forever."
· But the site isn't complete
. gossip. It gives advice on how to
mix with the UCF culture. It
describes how people dress,
where to sit in class and social
opportunities.
However, as much as the site
is helpful, it is full of opinions.
Even the summary page insults
the Greek system and the student-to-teacher ratio. Comments
that insist that people party
.every day may be true for some
students, but not everyone is
, partying Monday night before an

It dawned on me that many
This past election is one .
that will resonate through the
voters had no clue how one
rest of our lives and the eternicandidate's tax policy would
affect them, or what "change"
ty of history. Record voter turn
the other was actually proposout yielded this nation's first
black President.
ing. In fact, it occurred to me
that many had no due what
Barack Obama possesses
they were voting for at all. It
the intellect and the ability to
appeared more like a popularipossibly shift the tide that has
been flowing in the wrong
ty contest than an actual elecdirection for so long. People
tion based on real political
ANDY FISHER
Contributing Writer
saw this and they rallied
issues. If I am the first to see
this, I am truly saddened. My
behind him.
motto is that you should trust a politiThe media professed that Obama
made people proud once again to be
cian no more than you would trust a .
American. The country was ignited by
salesperson. Is that not in fact what
him, and its people were moved to show politicians are doing - selling themtheir support through voting.
selves?
Any reason to be patriotic is a good
It should not be a chore to research
reason, but what happens to these
the policies and practices of each candiAmericans when controversy is not so
date. It is far easier to be reactive than
immediate?
proactive, yet this type of action never
Why is it that we only fly our flags
yields much in the way of r~sults. Get to
when we feel there is a cause? It is not
know the candidates and know them
well, because when it comes down to it,
uncommon to hear people speak negatively about the current state of this
you will be stuck with them for a num-·
nation. Do the actions of one person, or ' ber of years. Seek non-biased resources
even a small collection of people, truly
and for heaven's sake consider the fact
tarnish the entirety of what it means to
that third parties do exist. Contrary to
be American? If we are so dissatisfied
popular belief, a vote for a third party
with the direction of that administracandidate is not a wasted vote.
tion, shouldn't we hold them accountThe mantra of this past election was
able instead of just being pessimistic?
change, yet we elected another candiIt appears as though this country has
date from the two party system that has
taken a more passive-aggressive stance
run the country for more than a century.
toward the current administr:.:iti.;:,n. JusIs it reasonable to expect that if we contice appears to be confine..i to the same
tinue to elect only one of two parties
four-year blocks as the presidency. We
into office, that we will see a substantial
just assume that things will be resolved
cha'nge? The reason they have affiliated
in the next administration. Just as well it with these parties is most certainly due
should happen this way, lest it affect our to the fact that they share similar ideolodaily routines..
gy.
The level of complacency that has
If this has come across as one giant
been reached in this country is a soberrant into my dissatisfaction, I apologize.
ing reminder of the disinterest that
It was not written for that purpose. This
many Americans have in the political
article was meant to draw attention to
arena. When television shows get higher the fact that all too often the things that
ratings than debates involving people
were once thought of as a privilege are
who will potentially run the free world
now considered a burden. It is not confor the next four years, priorities must
venient to be American; it take~ more
be re-evaluated. These liberties, these
than a couple of hours in line once
freedoms that we each enjoy and take
every few years. Being a responsible cit- ·
for granted on a daily basis are not owed izen is not only relevant in times of critous.
sis or war.
As I was preparing myself to make an
Being an American means being
educated vote for this election; I took
· proud of who you are every day,
the time to speak to others. I asked
whether you ar~ overseas or right in the
questions such as, ''Who are you voting
middle of the domestic heartland It
for?" and ''Why are you voting for
means that if you feel something is not
them?" The issue was not that people
right, you stand up and speak out. It
couldn't identify who it was they were
means taking the time to know that you
voting for, but r:.:i,ther that they did not
aren't necessarily guaranteed the freeknow the answer to my second quesdoms and protections you receive, but
tion. Often times catch)'.>mases were
rather that all of it must be earned and
used to justify these decisions such as, "I protected no matter'the burden. Being
don't want higher taxes" or the even
an American is many things, but it is
more generic "I'm voting for change."
most certainly not convenient.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
l~t_ters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
atwww.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556, Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

"What did you think of
Homecoming events?''

MEGAN BOWEN

GISSELLE BADER

Interdisciplinary Studies, Sophomore

Business, Freshman

"My favorite was Spirit Splash.
These guys dressed up in bikinis
with kid floaties, it was hilarious."

''The Comedy Knight was the
best."

,,

( .

CLAUDE NICOLAS
Political Science, Junior

"It was great, a new experience.
The Spirit Splash was the embodiment of homecoming."

exam.

For students it may just be a
place to vent, but that is sometimes the only way you can get
both sides of the story.
For incoming freshmen, this
site is probably the best source
of unedited information and
spin-free facts. Likewise, for current students, it's an easy way to
help out incoming Knights,
show school pride or just investigate how other schools are
. rated

~)

Education, Junior

Psychology,Junior

"~verybody's got a lot of spirit, and
it's nice having our own stadium
because it feels more like home, to
take ownership of our school."

"My favorite part was Spirit
Splash, because the captain of the
football team came out and got us
excited .. . they got us pumped."
{,

Micro and Molecular Biology
& Chemistry, Sophomore

,,

"Tailgating was cool because of
the atmosphere. Everyone's excited and happy, and it rubs off on
you."

£
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 109, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. FrL for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
HELP WANTED:

100
•

General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

NOW AVAILABLE! 2008 POST
OFFICE JOBS. $18-$20/HR. NO
EXPERIENCE, PAID TRAINING, FED
BENEFITS, VACATIONS. CALL (800)·
910-9941 TODAY! REF #FL08.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
PIT Doggy Daycare associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
VaxDesign Corp. PT office opportunity
in Research. Parkway for self-motivated
accounting student. Responsibilities
inc. inventory control & variety of other
general acct. tasks. To submit resume
or for info regarding position please
contact Jessica Bates
jbates@vaxdesign.com

•

Wanted: Web Designer-HTML requiredJava, Flash a plus - to work full time on
site in St. Cloud. Email portfolio to
don@cars12.com or call 407-346-1663

125

HELP WANTED:

Part-Time

Dance Teacher Needed
to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-383.
4075
Exp. babysitter for 8 y/o girl, 6 y/o boy
& 6 month old in Winter Park. Some
Saturday nights and weekday
afternoos & evenings. Light
housekeeping. Must drive 4 door car.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref. Req.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
Need a Loan? lired of hearing NO
from the bank? 1-877-716-1387
We can help you!
www.attwellfinancialcompany.com

.l!m.

1 oo Help wanted: General
c
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tlll14! C
150 HelpWantecl:Full-Tlme C
175 BusinessOpportunitles B
200 For Rent: Homes
·B
225 ForRentApartments
B
250 Roommates
A
275 Sublease
A
300 ForSale:Homes
B

325

350
37S
400

500

Rate
ForSale:Automotlve B
ForSale:Cieneral
A
ForSale: Pe1S
A
Services
B
Announcements
A

600 Traver

e

700 Worship

B

800 Miscellaneous

B

900 Wanted

B

ROOMMATES

200
3/2/2 UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
Avail. 12/5/08
$1300/month incl. w/d and lawn care.
Call 561-602-5042
http://www.aka2oo5:.
com/stonemeadowhouse. htm
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

3/2 House, FUiiy furnished, Rent
includes utilities, full kitchen, 1 O min
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$450/month per room .
Available ASAP. F or M
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

MUST SEE!!!

Great Sublease Near UCF

FOR RENT:

1bed/1bath
$790/month + utilities
Avallable Dec. 1st
Call 717-332-5629

300

1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-41 5-6541

The Gatherings Apartments
Rooms availible - $560/ month
fully furn,_utl, cable, int, valet trash incl.
Call Megan: 407-998-3791

ALTERNATIVE HOUSING--Condos
from the $90's. Close to campus. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, perfect roomate
set up. Pool, tennis, basketball,
etc. Call Richard 407-808-7987
RE/MAX 200 Realty
3/2 Home FORECLOSURE!
Only $22,000! This home won't last!
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904

ROOMMATES
LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house with Pool, scrned in prc;h, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo'321-652-8283

Room for rent in Avalon Park
3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl.
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183

MC/DJ ROB BOYLAN ENT.
$250= 3HR PARTIES/
$375= 4HR WEDDl~GS
CLUB & ACCENT LIGHTING PKGS
407-373-3179
RNSBOYLAN@YAHOO.COM

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $350. 11x11
$400. $200 sec.dep. All utils_incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Inbound Calls
4amta9am
casual En11iranmen1

•

WEEKLY PAYCHECKS

Royal suite in new 3/3.5 townhome.
Spacious room w/ walk-in closet, bath,
garden tub and separate shower.
Garage incl. Beautiful secluded pool
cabana. We are two clean and fun
students. Come to meet us 407-3409887. Ladies only. $550/month
ROOM FOR RENT $500 ALL
UTILITIES INCLUDED. FEMALES
ONLY. SMALL DOGS ALLOWED.
PLEASE CALL 407 929 6016 .
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$9
$6

$}3

$9

RMtl
$19
$13

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

5 1

6
3

4
2 5

RateA

First issue:
Each addl issue:

suldolku

7 9
4
9
8
1
4 8

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

.......

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$825/mo 407-416-8369

Apartments

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Engineering and Math Tutors
Available anytime, contact Mike at
Spydermike268@msn.com or 813766-5893 for a list of classes and
rate.

UCF FUTURE TEACHERS
EDUCATION MAJORS
You need llabllify Insurance when
you Intern. Join the NEA Student
Program and the Student Florida
Education Association at UCF. Be
part of the Professional Student
Organization for and about you!
Go to www.nea.org/student-program
to learn more. Or emall our UCF
President, Monica Brock at
mbrock@knlghts.ucf.edu

8 9
6
7

8
2

··--,----

8 4

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

7 3
9 ·-·--

3
5
1 3

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Thick pieces
6 Supermodel
Ka\e
10 Blubbers
14 Alphabetical
quintet
15 Out of control
16 Farmer's yield
17 Foot woes
18 Salvador the
surrealist
19 Clarinet relative
20 Catch redhanded
22 Attest to
24 Stritch and May
28 Put up
29 Wllllamsor
Redgrave
30 Real looker
31 H.S. subject
32 Fam. member
34 In verse
38 Twangy
41 Coifs
43 TV teaser
44 TV show with a
laugh track
46 Drunkard
48 Pa
49 Neato!
51 Film cllps
54 Book
supplements
57 Peeved
58 Bedroom pieces
60 Small drink
61 Blots
62 Actor Neeson
64 Last of Scarlett
68 Mayberry lad
69 Skater Lipinski
70 Seagoing
71 Trawlers' needs
72 Laurel or Musial
73 Skyscraper guts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

@ 2008 Tribune Media Sarvlcaz, tne..

11110/08

AH rights reserved.

9 Winter vacation
option
1o Very hot day
11 Once around the
sun
12 Alcoholic
beverages
13 Keanu Reeves
thriller
21 Armstrong or
Myerson
23 Famous fabler
24 Fmger-thrower's
call
25 Hawaiian patio
26 Anxiety
. 27 Uttered
DOWN
33 Distress signal
.U.S . defense
35 Yesterday's
group
follower
Composer
36 Reflection
Delibes
37 Encrypted .
Lung filler
39 Rights to enter
"_ and Clyde"
40 Ducks' relatives
Sontag and Dey 42 Perch for
Crazy
·
several
Muscat's land
45 Lettered Fords
Flew alone
47 "Sixteen

1~I::[ 1
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Last issue solved

50
52
53
54

Rodeo rope
Fried rings
Astaire film
After-market
item
55 Hang in loose
folds

56 Checkbook
entry
59 Poet Teasdale
63 Player's piece
65 "
Maria'
66 "Norma_
67 _ or nothing

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds
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in the student union today
or print your coupons online at ·
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Apply online J;)y
December 1., 2008
to one of our many mas e
or certificate prograry,s.
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Spring Glasse~ Start

JAN 2009

Apply Now!
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UCF

)

·:-,

COLLEGE OF
GRADUATE STUDIES

How Do I Text
UCFHOOPS to 44636?

To:44636
UCFHOOPS

You have successfully .
subscribed to UCF

Text stop to end at
any time.

(I

('

•)

I.

Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFHOOPS"

this message to 44636
4. Send
(41NFO).

5.

Begin receiving
UCF Knights Basketball Scores!

(,)

J .

•
•
•
•
•

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
J

*Carrier text messa ing rates apply
)
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FULL 2008-09 SCHEDULE
till
r

.l .,

.:taA&T·

Orf.andor fla.
I
la•

7:00pm

11/18
11/22
11/26
11/29
11/30

vs. Valparaiso
vs. New Mexico
ys. Mississippi
vs. South Dakota St.
vs. Morehead State

Valparaiso, Ind.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Oxford,-Miss. ·
Cancun, Mexico
·Canc~n, Mexico

8:00pm
9:00pm
8:00pm
6:00pm
· 6:00 pm

12/20

vs. Florida

Jacksonville, Fla.

6:30 pm

1/17
.Q
1!2S

vs. Rice*

1/31.

vs. Tulane*

Houston, Texas

s.
4

2/07
2/11
2/21

"

vs. East Carolina *
at UTEP*
s~ s
vs. Houston *

4:00pm

a

New Orleans., La.

3:00pm

Greenville, N.C.
El Paso, Texas

7:00pm
9:ospm

Houston, Texas

8:00pm

Huntington, W.Va.
Tulsa, Okla.

7:00pm
8:00pm

'S

tV3

2/28
3/04

1/03
1/06

3/11-14

12129

'\

•
•
•
•

1/13

vs.UAB*

Birmingham, Ala.

B2 ·!~P.:~~v~~l~r, .
.

from star player and senior leader
Jermaine Taylor to 7-foot-4-inch Polish ·
center Jakub Kusmieruk

·s:OOpm

· vs. Marshall
vs. Tulsa*
CUSA Championship

Memphis, Tenn.

TBA

*Conference USA Games -

...

League foes

Fresh-start

Memphis is the re1gnmg champs
again, but will the the rest of C-USA
catch up after the Tigers lost three
starters to.the NBA?

The departures of O'Donnell, Noel and
others leave , UCF depending on
freshmen, such as guards AJ. Rompza
and Isaac Sosa, to play now

.

,.

•

•
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BRIAN MURPHY

forward Kenrick Zondervan said. "[Pi:e- contributions from everyseason pollsters] think that we're not a one. But fortunately for the .
The UCF Men's Basketball _ ·good team, that we're not going to make Knights, they start with a good
·foundation in one of the best
team enters the 2008-09 season
pure scorers in the nation, senior
witha lo of change, but one aspect
~--ir1,forward Jermaine Taylgr.
remains the same: In the preseason, '
Taylor poured in 646 points last
no one outside of Orlando seems to
season, a Division I record for UCF.
believe in the Knights.
His average of 20.8 points per game
The Knights lost Anthony
was good enough to rank fifth in Con-,
Williams and Justin Rose after the
ference USA last season and 23rd in the
2005 season. Heading into 2006-07;
nation; two spots ahead of the third
they were picked seventh, and finished
overall pick in this year's NBA draft, O.J.
second.
Mayo.
Josh Peppers and Lavell Payne left
Much is expected from Taylor by the
after that season, and the Knights were
league he plays in as the Tavares native
picked sixth in the preseason. They fmwas selected-to the All C-USA preseaished fourth.
son team. But now as the Knights' dear
So n,ow, UCF faces its most uncerleader, more is expected of Taylor than
tain year in recent memory. Gone are
just what shows up on the stat sheet.
the likes of Mike O'Donnell, Dave
He's trying to become more of a vocal
Noel and Stanley Billings. Replacing_
. force with his teammates, something
them will be eight freshmen that Taylor admitted he wasn't realseven of them being true freshmen.
KENRICK
ZONDERVAN
.
ly
good at.
Only four teams in the country
UCF SENIOR FORWARD
"I try to lead by example, but I
have more freshmen than the
am trying to get more into being
Knights.
a vocal guy," Taylor said, "hypAnd following the trend,
ing my team up when we
the Knights have been preneed to get hyped up for
_d icted to finish in the
lower half of Confer- it- far, and we've made it far every year some of these practices
by working hard and being as a team. that I know that they
ence USA again.
"I always want That's <\-11 we've ·got_ to do 3:gain this probably don't feel
like .
doing
to prove people year."
because
wrong,"
senior . No. 1 in the game program and on the court they're
If the Knights want to prove anyone
PLEASE SEE ZONDERVAN ON B3
wrong this season, they will have to
·
· continue to get huge
Sports Editor

'[Preseason
pollsters] think
•.• we're not
g·oing to make
it far, and we've
made it far
every year.by
working hard.'
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•
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Zondervan, Yotio; Davis to lead in frontcourt
}

LIANA COLE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior forward Kenrick Zondervan may not provide a lot of points in the interior, but he brings toughness and a reputation as a hard
worker to the team. He was one of four Knights to play at least 29 games last season and led the Knights with 58 offensive rebounds.

the Knights can look to other
forwards, such as Tony
Davis, to pick up the slack.
tired."
Davis is the Knights' secTaylor prepared to lead by'
example having one of the ond-best scorer among
hardest summers of his returning players, and he
averaged 6.4 points per game
career.
last
year. But while Davis can
"This is the hardest I've
been working since I can't get his points, he is also very
remember," Taylor said. "I adept on the defensive end.
Although Davis is only 6didn't even go home this
summer. I was up [at UCF] foot-7, he used his tremenall summer working on my- dous arm length to lead UCF
shot, working on my game, in both blocks and rebounds
trying to get stronger and last season. But a knee injury
suffered in practice will for.ce
bigger.
him to miss up to six weeks.
Sophomore forward Jean
Second in command
Zondervan is the only Michel Yotio has been
other senior on this team. For dogged by injuries his whole
him, his UCF career has been UCF career. Most recently,
he was bothered by a bad
an adventurous one.
Zondervan came straight shoulder, which required
to UCF from his high school surgery during the summer.
·~ soon as [the team docin Holland back in 2005. His
English was rough, and he tors] cleared me to start
was having a hard time practicing, I started working
expressing himself and set- on my shooting, and I had
lost my range," Yotio said.
tling in to life in America.
But now, Zondervan said "So I was here on weekends,
he feels extremely comfort- sometimes at 12 a.m., just
able in the States and on the shooting."
At 6-foot-9, Yotio will be
court. He has never been one
looked
upon to grab his share
that puts up great statistics;
instead, he is known for his of rebounds, but he has also
skills as a hard worker and redeveloped a nice stroke
from about 17 feet out. Now
providing instant energy.
Zondervan said he has fully healthy, he has made a
focused on getting stronger bold proclamation: "This
in the offseason because he year is my year."
knows he will be mixing it up
in the paint against many On guard
Sophomore Taylor Young
tough C-USA big men.
"I like to . do my dirty showcased some tremenwork," Zondervan said. "I dous ball-handling skills last
work for the team and get my season, and made some plays
little points and rebounds on that opened eyes. He only
attempted 15 shots in 144
the side with it."
minutes last season, so he is
definitely on the floor to
Filling out the middle
Where Zondervan's statis- make others better. And with
tical production may lack, the departures of O'Donnell,
Noel, and Chip Cartwright,
Ii
FROM 82

.)
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407-704- 8911

than point guard A.J.
Rompza.
As the shortest player on
the team, Rompza is used to
being doubted because of his
stature.
But watch a practice and
he stands tall with his loud
confidence.
"I just want the teani to be
successful this year," Rompia
said. "If that means that I
have to be vocal and help
people with a lot of things,
that means I have to be
vocal."
Speraw called the Chicago native a "natural leader,"
which is perfect for a prototypical point guard.
Isaac Sosa came to UCF
from Puerto Rico and
brought a great shooting
touch with him.
His AAU coach said that
Sosa made 53 3-pointers in a
row during a practice. But he
does know his weakness
"Defense," Sosa said
quickly. "That has always
been my weakness. I am trying to work as hard as possible to get as better."
Dave Diakite is 6-foot-6,
but he is the fastest player on
the team. That means he
could see a lot of time trying
to u~e that athleticism to lock

couple of months for it to be
100 percent.
P.J. Gaynor has . been
praised for his hard work and
his want to get better in all
aspects of his game. He looks
to get some minutes off the
bench.
Gaynor is 6-foot-7, but he
still has to look way up to see
eye-to-eye with the final
freshman, center Jakub Kusmieruk.
Kusmieruk has only been
in the U.S. for three years,
and he only began playing
basketball just before he
came to the country.
At 7-foot-4, he is the program's tallest player. That
size gives him a lot of potential, but he is very raw.
Of course, a lot of these
players are raw and are trying to adjust to a_new style
and level of play. Speraw and
the players acknowledge that
it may take some time for all
of these players to mesh
together, but that they
shouldn't be forgotten about
this season.
"People may think that
just because we're young,
that we're not going to be
good.'' Diakite said. '½.nd
then we can just come out
and surprise a lot of teams."

down all of the quality
guards in Conference USA.
He has drawn some comparisons by media and people
inside the program to a
young Jermaine Taylor.
Guards Will Weathers and
Amara Thompson will see
time because of their ability
to play strong defense as
well, which is the foundation
of any Kirk Speraw-coached
team.
Weathers came to UCF
from a Texas high school
which is where he moved to
when he was displaced from
his home in New Orleans
due to Hurricane Katrina. He
is a tremendously quick
guard.
Thompson is 6-foot-4 and
a long wingspan that will
help him against some of the
smaller guards in C-USA.
Chris Baez, from Kissimmee, redshirted last season
after injuring his knee in an
offseason game of basketball.
He can shoot and has good
length and size for a guard at
6-foot-5.
But he's not fully recovered from that knee injury
just yet. Baez said he's hoping to be ·healthy by the time·
the regular season starts, but
also said that it could take a

Young becomes the Knights'
most experienced point
guard.
·
"He's got versatility," UCF
head fOach Kirk Speraw said
of Young. "He can defend, he
can penetrate for other people, he can score it himself,
so he's got very good versatility and can do a lot of
things."
..
The final non-freshman is
junior Drew Speraw. He is
now in his fourth year as a
Knight after redshirting in
the 2006-07 season. His
biggest strengths are his
leadership and knowledge of
the game, which he probably
learned a good deal about
from his dad, Kirk.

Main course: fresh meat
The team's freshmen are
the ·biggest story surrounding this program in 2008.
They are getting more coverage than Jermaine Taylor,
who might be UCF's best
player ever. Call them the
Orlando Eight.
They range in size from 5foot-9 to 7-foot-4, and have
arrived from as near as
Kissimmee and as far as
Poland. And these freshmen
will determine how far the
Knights will go in March.
"The intensity, the energy,
the execution of things - it's
all new to them," Speraw said
of the freshmen. "They are
doing a great job. They've got
great approaches, great attitudes, a willingness to learn.
"But there's still a lot of
steps that we're going to };lave
to go through before our first
game and after our first
game."
Many of these players will
have an impact on the season, but maybe none more

ANDYJACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Junior forward Tony Davis brings a lot of athleticism and a great rebounding skills for his 6-foot-7-inch frame. He was UCF's leading
rebounder last year.The Knights will have t_o do without Davis for up to 6 weeks after he suffered a knee injury in practice.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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PADRICK BREWER

1,500 points in high school, to
spark the offense either from
the bench or in the starting lineup.
The Cougars lost five players
to graduation, and they will take
their lumps in a tough non-conference schedule and be hard
pressed to repeat as C-USA run- ners-up in the regular season.

Editor-in-Chief

11-19,5-11 in Conference USA
Darrell Jenkins,John Fields,
Gabe Blair,Cory Farmer
Sam Hi~nant,James Legan

24-10, 11-5 in Conference USA
Robert McKiver, Dion Dowell,
Tafari Toney
Kelvin Lewis,
Brockeith Pane

Four of the Pirates' top five
scorers are gone, including John
Fields. who transferred to UNCWilmington, and the team's
leading rebounder, Gabe Blair,
who transferred to Wichita
State.
Sam Hinnant is the only
returning starter from last sea-·
son's squad, and he remains the
Pirates' best player. Hinnant
averaged 11 points per game last
season and the onus will be on
him to not only carry ECU
offensively, but also be a leader
for the young team - 11 players
onthe roster are either freshmen
or sophomores.
The offense will run through
Hinnant and James Legan, a:
senior and serviceable 3-point
shooter who played in all 30
games last season. But ECU's ·
tallest player is Chad Wynn, a 6foot-10-inch sophomore center,
and opponents will be able to get
to the basket against them.
The key for the Cougars this
season will be :r;eplacing Robert
McKiver, who left Houston as
the 13th-leading scorer in school
history, despite playing just two
seasons for the Cougars.
Leading C-USKs second-best
offense from las.t season will be
junior Kelvin Lewis ·and sophomore Brockeith Pane, who combined to start 28 games in 200708.
Look for freshman guard
Desmond Wade, who scored

Patrick Britton,
Paulius Packevicius
Rodney Foster,
Lawrence Ghoram

For the Thundering Herd,
it's Markel Humphrey and Tir16-14,8-8 in Conference USA
rell Baines' world, and the rest
of the squad is just living in it.
The frontcourt duo each
Pierre-Marie Altidor Cespedes, averaged more than 11 points
Mark Dorris
per game last season, head
coach Donnie Jones' first with
the
team.
Markel Humphrey,
Along with Humphrey and
Tirrell Baines, Darryl Merthie
Baines, the Herd will have use of
Florida transfer Brandon Powell
and Georgetown transfer
Octavius Spann, both of whom
sat out last season.
With an improved offense
and one of the better defenses in
the conference, the Herd should
improve on their .500 mark in
league play and make an
extended appearance in the CUSA Championship at the end
of the season.

38-2, 16-0 in Conference USA;
Lost in NCAA National
Championship game to Kansas
Joey Dorsey, Derrick Rose,
Chns Douglas-Roberts
Antonio Anderson,
Robert Dozier

Memphis lost its three best
players from last season to the
NBA Draft, but if there was any 10-20,4-12 in Conference USA
team equipped to handle such a
loss, it would be Memphis.
Jon Killen
Super freshman Derrick
Rose is gone, but Tyreke Evans
is there to fill his place. Evans, a Papa Dia, Bamba Fall
top-ranked recruit, will pair

ets a ti;'
packcourf
1a.ck-of-all-trades Robert Bozi,
er - who averaged 9.2 points, 6.8
rebounds and almost two blocks
per game - is back for his senior
year in the spotlight.
Shawn Taggart will add depth
in the frontcourt, and Willie
Kemp and Doneal Mack will help
the team score in buckets.
Memphis should not slip far
from last season's conferencebest defense, and the Tigers ~
try to extend their winning streak
within C-USA past its current
markof33.
While other teams are looking
for freshman or transfers to make
impacts as newcomers, the Owls
have a more important fresh face.
Rice is dealing with a new
coach, Ben Braun, who was fired
fr_o~ the same position at Califorma m May after 12 seasons and a
219-154 record with the Golden
Bears.
The Owls will have an up~
climb. They lost their leading
scorer, Patrick Britton, and leading rebounder, Paullus Packevicius, to graduation.
,..
Looking to step in will be Rodney Foster, who averaged 11.2
points per game last season, and
Trey Stanton, a 6-foot-10-inc
transfer from Navy who sat out
last season and will add muchneeded size for the Owls.

SMU returns perhaps the
most talented frontcourt in CUSA Bamba Fall, a senior, andA> 1
Papa Dia, a sophomore, combined to average 12 rebounds per
game.
The Mustangs will need Fal1t
Dia to increase their produc- ~
tivity now that they are without
double-digit scorers Derricl5,

~?
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p"layed in ll8
SMU's offense runs through
th,e middle, and Alex Malone is
the only player returning from last
year's team to hit more than 31
percent of his 3-pointers.
The defense struggled in 200708, allowing opponents to hit 37
percent of their 3-pointers, but the
Mustangs are hoping that another
year of experience for sophomore 25-14,8-8 in Conference USA
guards . Ryan Harp and Mike (Inaugural CBI champion)
Walker will limit the effectiveness
of opponents' guard play.
Rod Earis, Brett McDade,
Southern Miss will return

Calvin Walls

four starters from last season as
well as its top seven scorers.
Jerome Jordan, Ben Uzoh,
The Golden Eagles had the Ray Reese
third-best shooting percentage in
C-USA last season, and their most
efficient scorers are back.
Jeremy Wise, who averaged
18.7 points per game, will lead the
offense and could be deadly if he
can improve his 3-point shot.
The loss of 7-footer Gjio Bain,
who graduated, will hurt them
and leave a hole in the paint, and
the Golden Eagles will have to
look to 6-foot-10-inch Andre Jack~,
son and 7-foot-1-inch Gustavo
Lino both of whom are
freshmen - to pick up the slack.
The departure David Gomez
will hurt the Green Wave, but the
return of Kevin Sims, who averaged 12.2 points per game as a
sophomore last season, will offset
that loss.
Sims will be called on to direct
an offense that struggled to score
at times in 2007-08.
Although most of their frontcourt options are in the 6-foot-7inch range, Robinson Louisme
will team with senior Daniel
Puckett or freshman Jon Anderson to give the Green Wave one of
the more athletic frontcourts in

r

23-11, 12-4 in Conference USA
Walter Sharpe, Reggie Huffman
Robert Vaden,
Paul Delaney Ill

having just one player taller

basket-heconverted 60 peteent'
of his shots last season - and he
will be called on to keep Tulane in
the game with his offense and
defense.
With Joey Dorsey gone from
the college ranks, Tulsa's Jerome
Jordan becomes the most dominant post player in C-USA He set
a conference record with 143
blocks last season and is back for
more.
While Jordan will man the
post, Ben Uzoh will continue to
shoot the lights out - he shot 48.8
percent from the field last season..
The loss of Brett McDade will
hurt them everywhere, but the
Golden Hurricane return the
most important cogs from last
season's second-best conference
defense.
The Golden Hurricane don't
have much in the way of experience to complement their star
duo, but Ray Reese will ease some
of the scoring load, and Sam
Mitchell can come in and bang
with the best of them.
The Blazers lost two of their
top three rebounders from last
season, but they do have Robert
Vaden back.
Vaden, who was third in the
conference in scoring in 2008-09,
was arrested in October for public
intoxication, but the school has
yet to decide any disciplinary
action.
Lawrence Kinnard and Channing Toney are also back to give
the Blazers a backcourt that averaged 42.7 points a game.
Paul Delaney m has bounced
back from a knee injury and
should provide added depth.
The Blazers' roster is bereft of
size, but their ~eplan regularly

6-foot-10.

19-14, 8-8 in Conference USA
Marvin Kilgore,Victor Ramalho
Stefon Jackson,
Randy Culpepper

Stefon Jackson, who tied
Houston's Robert McKiver for a
conference-best 23.6 points per
game in last. season, is ba~k to for
the Miners to captain what
could be the conference's.'best
offense.
UTEP will also have the use of
sophomore Randy Culpepper,
who would have been C-US.Ns
Freshman of the Year were it not
for Memphis' Derrick Rose.
Culpepper should see more
than the seven starts he had last
season, and is a legitimate threat
to score from anywhere on the
·court.
UTEP will be anchored in the
middle by Memphis transfer
Kareem Cooper, a 7-footer who
should open up some room for
Jackson's lethal mid-range game.
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UCF senior guard and forward Jermaine Taylor is
creeping up on the school's career points record
in Division I. But in the past year, he has
improv~ his defense and has developed into
the role of senior leader with one focus·: To get
his Knights a Conference USA title and a trip to
the NCAA tournament.
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The point ntan in many ways for UCF
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

Some people are just naturally talented Musicians, writers and athletes. Practice and
many hours of hard work help
to sharpen their skills, but they
just have that extra advantage
with their given ability.
UCF Men's Basketball player Jermaine Taylor is one of
those people.
Born in Eustis on Dec. 8,
1986, Taylor said he was always
outside as a child, either on the
basketball court or the football
field, and said the worst pun-

ishment his mother could ever
hand down to him was to keep
him indoors.
"Staying inside was something I hated doing," he said
Taylor played numerous
sports as a child, but it was basketball that caught his heart. He
began playing Amateur Athletic Union basketball in the third
grade and promptly scored 30
points in his first game.
"I just . really picked it up
from the get-go," Taylor said of
the sport. " ... I remember me
and my cousin were sitting
there talking and I was like,
'Dang, they actually get paid to
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play basketball. That's some- for fun became a possible new
thing that I want to do.' "
career path for Taylor. He got
Specifically, Taylor wanted offers from head coach Ron
to keep scoring points. He said Zook at the University of Florithat first AAU game began his da and fun Leavitt at the University ofSouth Florida to leave
fascination with scoring.
"I just feel like no one could basketball behind and come to
stop me at
their school
sonie times,"
for football.
he said "I just
''Probably
try to get to
more schools
the
bucket
recruited me
every chance
for
football
I get.''
than basketTaylor
ball," Taylor
kept scoring
said
points
If anyone
through high
knows Taylor's
family backschool, averaging
28.2
ground, they
points
per
would
also
game as a junknow that Tayior, and then
lor's natural
25 points to go
athleticism
with
11
isn't a surprise.
- JERMAINE TAYLOR
Taylor's
rebounds per
UCF SENIOR GUARD/FORWARD
mom is 5-footgame as a sen10, his grandior at Tavares
mother is 6High.
Basketball was Taylor's love, foot, and they each played
but it wasn't the only sport he volleyball. He has an aunt who
played To go with the hoops, is 6-foot-4 and played the posihe also played on the football tion of post player for college
and track and field team at and overseas basketball teams.
Tavares. Taylor said he played Darryl Davis, a UCF Athletics
both of those sports "for fun." Hall of Farner from his days ~n
but that he excelled in both.
the basketball court, is JerIn track, Taylor went on to maine's cousin and was a heavy
own school records in the high, influence on him in his decilong and triple jump. On the sion to come to UCF.
gridiron, he played wide receivTaylor had a lot of skills, but
er and cornerback. He hauled only one choice to make. He
in 481 receiving yards and eight said he definitely thought
touchdowns in his senior.sea- about the offers to go play footson, and was Orlando Sentinel ball instead of basketball.
Athlete of the Year.
"Then I thought to myself,
Suddenly, what was done 'Where wofd I be if I was just

'I just feel like
no one could
stop me at
times. Ijust try
to get to the
bucket every
chance Iget.'

playing football and not basketball?' " Taylor said "It probably
wouldn't be the same because
fve been playing basketball for
so long, and all the others
sports I did just for fun.
"Basketball, that was more
what I really, really loved doing
and what I wanted to do when
I got older."
Taylor stayed with basketball and there wasn't a shortage
of universities lining up to talk
to him. He was recruited by
Florida, Florida State, Texas
and UAB, just to name a few.
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw said he first saw Taylor on
the court prior to his sophomore year at Tavares.
· "I just felt that he had the
skills and abilities to be a very
special player," Speraw said
Although more prestigious
basketball schools were clamoring for Taylor's services, he
said the choice to go to UCF
was one of the easiest - and
greatest - he has ever made.
Taylor didn't want to leave
his home state of Florida, and
going to UCF would guarantee
that his friends and family
could see him play, just as he
would watch Davis as a youngster.
"I remember coming to my
first game [at UCF] and I don't
remember how much he had,
but I just remember him scoring," Taylor said '~d I was just
like, "!bat's how I want to be.' "
That is what Taylor has
become. He said his greatest
moment so far at UCF was
breaking the 1,000-point barrier last season. The
kid obsessed
J,

with scoring totaled 646 points
in 2007-08, the fifth mostpoints in UCF Division I history. He is now less than 600
points away from breaking the
school's career record for
points at the Division-I level.
And according to teammates,
he's getting better.
"Even compared to last year,
he looks a lot more confident,"
senior forward Kenrick Zondervan said ''He makes impossible
shots that I end up looking at
like, 'How did he get that in?' "
Right now, Taylor is more
concerned about helping his
team reach a Conference USA
Championship than solidifying
his own legacy, but his success
with the Knights does present
this question: Is he the greatest
player to put on a UCF Basketball uniform?
Taylor, keeping with his
team-first attitude, said he
never really thinks about it that
much. Speraw said that while
he's not into ranking players,
Taylor is "certainly one of the
most exciting and most productive players that has ever
played at UCF."
The NBA may await Taylor,
but for right now, this is his last
chance to reach the NCAA
tournament,
and
those
thoughts were with him this
summer - the hardest sum- _
mer he has ever spent working
on his game.
"It would be a big disappointment to finish up my year
here at UCF without that," he
said. "That's why I've been
working hard all summer, trying to lead 1W team to that.''
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UCF FRESHMAN FEAtURE
Young guns::New crop
..,

UCF Freshmen

led by Rompza, Sosa
Profile:

IWIJ~!lll;--=,,,.....,7 while they were playing.

""'

intense."
"Before I came here, [Michael Jordahl
The freshman gaining the most expecwas teaching him a lot of stuff that really tations around campus has been the 7-foothelped me· and different aspects that I can 4-inch giant, Kusmieruk.
take into college," Rompz.a said ''He is the
Born in Poland, the center spent three
greatest basketball player ever so be lmows · years in Maryland before coming to UCE
He actually likes the pressure of living up
~lot."
But Rom'pza's transition to UCF hasn't to the title ofbeing the tallest player in probeen as smooth as his attitude on the court. gram history.
In Chicago, he was more of a go-to player
"It's crazy," said Kusmieruk, the 295and was the one making plays. At UCF, he pound center with a shaved head and deep
has been asked to be a leader and a distrib- polish accent. "Many people are looking at
utor, both of which are new to him.
m~ and how I am going to do. It's going to
. ·''Every day_, I am trying to get better;• put some weight on n;iy shoulders, but I
Rompz.a said ''Every practice that we have, think I am going to do fme, and just go out
I try to pick up the intensity and try to there and show everybody I am the tallest,
make sure our teammates are ready to play. but I can play basketball as well"
Rompza, Sosa and Kusmieruk can all be
That's what I have to do as a leader ..." .
In the last couple of years, point guard seen displaying their special traits in pracand shooting guard have never-been holes tice. Before it's time to hit the court,
· that needed to be filled for the Knights. Rompz.a puts his iPod headphones in, lies
During that time, they had two talented down on the trainer's table and gets taped
players in Mike O'Donnell and Dave Noel up with the song "Swagger like us" by
at those positions. But with both gone, Kanye West and T.1 continually playing in
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORI AFUTURE Rompz.a and his counterpart Sosa are
his ears.
· Guard AJ. Rompza might end up being the Knights'.
Rom:pz.a said that song gets him going
going to have to be two of the many playvocal leader in his freshman season.
ers that must step up and fill the void left befote games, and it's the perfect song for
by both of them.
kid that has what he calls ''that
a Chicago
,,
RYAN BASS
'Well, they are not going to replace swag. .
,'
Slaff Writer '
them, specifically,'' Speraw said of the new
At 5-foot-9 and 160 pounds, AJ. guard replacing the old guard. "Dave
Rompz.a, the freshman point guard from [Noel] was, I think, the best defensive playChicago, is the srriallest person on UCFs er in the league and was our best player
roster in both height and weight.
overall last year.
But there is something clearly big about
"Mike O'Donnell was one of the two
the Whitney Young High School graduate · best shooters in the league and really made
who came to UCF from the same school shots.... We are not going to be able to
that produced New York Knicks player replace them at those specific positions,
Q!ientin. Richardson and future first lady but hopefully, from a collective standpoint,
of the United States Michelle Obama
as ·a team we can·make the adjustment
It's not necessarily something he can without those guys."
use to boost his height or weight, but it
Sosa is another guy that could see a lot
makes him seem just as tall and as big as ofminutes for the Knights this season The
any of his teammates or opponents. It's 6-foot-3-inch guard was highly recruited
something Rompz.a inherited from grow- out of Grandview Prep high in Boca Raton
ing up in the basketball-rich Wmdy City,
and there is only one way to describe it.
''It's kind of just like a swag," Rompz.a
said of the way he carries himself on the
court. ''It's kind of like how you go· about
things and how you make people look at
PHOTO COURTESY UCFSPORrs.COM
you. That's why, so far, I have just beeri
Jakub Kusmieruk gives t~e Knights some serious size.
. going hard, and people can kind oftell that
I have that swag and confidence, really."
''That ~ one of my favorite songs ...
Whatever you call it, that swagger is just
defmitely songs that ~ve that swagger, I
one story that makes up the script for the
love," Rompz.a said
2008-09freshmanclass&UCE
From Rompz.a, Sosa and Kusmieruk, to
In addition to Rompza, Isaac Sosa
guys like Diakite and Weathers, each ofthe
brings his experience from playing for his
team's eight ~eshmen should see playing
- HEAD COACH
home country of Puerto Rico in the 2008
time this season
·oN HIS TEAM'S EIGHT FRESHMEN
FIBA Americas U18, Championship. Dave
"Yeah, we are going to have to plliy a lot
Diakite played on the same level of AAU
of freshman," Speraw said '.We will see
· ball 'with Miami Heat forward Michael . and shot 52 percent last season, while con- how much or how many, but a number of
Beasley. Will Weathers. moved to Texas, · necting on 62.3-pointers. He averaged 19.5 them are going to have to play:'
before UCF because of Hurricane Katrina. points per game his senior year, en route to
What they do with it could \alee this ·
And Jakub Kusmieruk, the 7-foot-4--inch receivingthreePlayeroftheYearhonorsin team to great places.
center, hasn't played,a minute for UCF yet three
different
and is already the tallest player in program .publications.
history. All of these freshmen should have
What makes
some sort of role for the team this season
Sosa so special is
''They are going to have a big impact on ,his experience in
the season," said UCF head coach Kirk international play. .
Speraw; who will have eight freshmen in The · · shooting
·total on his 2008-09 team. "Certainly it's an guard was born in
adjustment -for them moying from high Puerto Rico, and
school to the Division I basketball level lived their until
They are working hard, but they have a lot ·the 2006-07 acato learn and how quickly they learn and are demic year, when
able to make the transition from one level his family enrolled
to another will go a long way in determin- him at Concordia
ing how good our'basketball team is."
prep in WIScon- .
The freshman that should have the siri.
most immediate impact is Rompza.
He then moved
From garnering All-State honors in high to Boca, where· he
school to averaging 18 pofuts and 7 assists attended Grandper game in his senior year, the point guard view, and during
has all the tools and talent to step right in his offseason, he
start for the Knights, especially with his the played for his
.
h
. 'ed . his h
et
home country in I
PHOTO COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM
expenence e gam In
om own.
m·ternati"onal play. , Guard Isaac Sosa has prepared for college basketball with his international experience.
''In Chicago, everywhere you go there is
, a game going on," Rompza said ''If you are
"It's a unique
by the lake, there is a game going on Ifyou experience," Sosa
are at the park, there are games going on said "It's internaThat's really what it is like out there."
tional and a lot of
Rompz.a even got the opportunity ~o coaches like that
learn from arguably the greatest player not because that's a
just in the history ofthe sport, but the town different experias well: Michael Jordan '
'
ence from playing
Jeffrey; Michael's son, attended Whitley here. It's very
Young and played with Ro1;11p~ ~ physical and they
world-famous dad then gave his son tips, allow more con- ·
which Jeffrey would pass along to Rompza tact. It's very; very
"The Doctor Is Always In"

The Chicago native is a ·
vocal, natural leader. At .
5-foot-9,he plays with
something to prove
every night

Profile:
The 6-foot-4-inch Los
Angeles native has great
length and size for a
guard, and has the tools
to be a solid defender.

\

Position:

Guard

Profile:
Baez is still trying to
recover from a 2007
injury, but has the
reputation a great
shooter when healthy.

'They ... will go a
l'ong way in .
determining how
goo~ our
basketball team is.'

•
t.

Position:

Guard/forward

Profile:
Diakite, who joined the
team in August,is the
fastest player on the
team and a supreme
athlete.

Position:

Guard

Profile:
Sosa came to Florida
from Puerto Rico, and is
considered one of the
best 3-point shooters on
the Knights.

-
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Profile:
The 6-foot-7-inch player
out of Jacksonville has to ,
improve in many areas,
but coaches say he is a
very hard worker.

UNIVERSI'IY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL-

CENTER

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.

Profile:
Weathers may be the
quickest true guard on
the team. He moved to
Texas and then to Florida
due to Hurricane Katrina.

.

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

.- 407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWal.ldn.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Bl~d., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) ,1

Profile:
He is a very raw player
and will get better
through time, but at 7foot-4, he has a lot of
potential at UCF.
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The real big man·on campus

PHOTO COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

UCF center Jakub Kusmieruk will be the tallest player to ever play for the Knights.

WILLIAM PERRY

taller than everyone, which
StaffWriter
shouldn't come as a surprise.
Walking up the steps to the He liked being active, and he
practi~ courts, he towers over and his father often talked about
all of his teammates and has to how he could use his siz.e to his
·duck to enter through the door advantage in piaying sports. .
way.
At one point he tried his
Any person of average hand at swimming, but that didheight has to strain their neck to n't go so well. So it was on to the
make eye contact with him. ·
next idea, and he then turned to
At . 7-foot-4, Jakub Kus- basketball, which they thought
mieruk stands as the tallest to provided the perfect opportuniplay basketball for the UCF ty for him.
men's basketball team.
Meanwhile, now UCF asso, .· Kusmieruk is. commonly . date head coach, Mike Jaskulskndwn as Kuba to his team- ki, was in Poland about five
mates and coaches and is one of years ago talking with other
seven true freshmen the basketball coaches about bringKnights enter the 2008-09 sea- ing players over to the United
son with.
States. 1\vo years after his first
Kuba's height may be outra- trip, they introduced him to
geous, but he is just like any Kuba
otheryoungcollegestudent.He
''They said that 'he was
enjoys spending time with ·his young and raw, had good potenfriends, listening to musk and tial and they wanted to find a
playing video games when he place for him in the States,"
isn't playing basketball. ·
Jaskt.$ki said
However, unlike most of his
Kuba had started playing
teammates, he didn't begin basketball before his sophoplaying basketball until the age more year of high school and
of 15 and isn't from the United was presented with the opporStates.
.tunity to go to the United States.
Kuba is from Sokolow Pod- He decided to take on the challaski, Poland, about a two hour lenge and made the difficult
" drive from the capital city of decision to leave his family.
Coach Jaskulski worked
Warsaw.
Growing up, ,he was always with other coaches to bring

l
f

l
I

1·

Kuba to the U.S: , with the idea Florida, with a beautiful camofputting him in a school where pus, and a new arena, that's why
he could be taught how to play .I chose [UCF]."
Now, like the rest of the
basketball, as opposed to a
school where he would just run freshmen, he will go through
up and down the floor, where the process of adjusting to the
·he was expected to produce.
college level ofbasketball.
''It was a very difficult deci"Like any big player, he's just
sion for a 15-year-old," Kuba fmding how to µse his body,"
said ''It was even harder for my Jaskulski said "He's fmding
parents and my family;'
how to get a good, solid base so
Once in United States, Kuba . that he ooesn't get pushed off
attended the . fohn Carroll the block, ... and he's now
School in Maryland, where his understanding that the speed of
coaches worked closely with the game has changed and that
him to develop his basketball he has to be able to run with the
opposing post player."
skills.
"Big guys are a different
Kuba admits the transition
breed," Jaskulski said. "Their has been difficult, but he will
. bodies are changing, and they become acclimated with time
are just getting comfortable he said, just like he has had to do ,
with their bodies as they get with everything else. But the
into their teenage years. They: speedofthegameisn'ttheonly
need nurturing and need peo- thing he's had to adjust to, he's
ple to ,work with them with not had adjust to the speed of life in
only with basketball skills but America as well.
"Europe is more laid back
motor skills."
But it wasn't all fun and and the people are more
games. Kuba also had to learn relaxed, ... but being the 'big
English and prepare himself man on campus' has allowed
·a cademically
me to meet
many
. new
to be able to
people,"
he ·
go to college.
In the beginsaid
Though he
ning he had to
1
has made new
sit
through ·
friends, Kuba
classes
not
knowing the
calls his family
' language,
and
friends
· which he said
' back in Poland
· once or twice a
was very hard
But he eventu- .
week
and
ally adjusted,
hopes to go
and he now
home when he
speaks Enghas time off
from school
lish fluently.
After going
After comthrough a simipleting
his senior season,
lar situation
he
was
, - UCF HEAD COACH KIRK SPERAW
when .he left
recruited by
ON FRESHMAN JAKUB KUSMIERUK
the
Netherlands to · play
several basbasketball for
ketball pro1
grams but it
..,UCF, fellow
was UCF that he thought was big-man . Kenrick Zondervan
the place for him.
.
has tried to help Kuba with the
~'Knowing the coaches at transition.
"Kuba already has a step
UCF made the transition into
college basketball a much easier ahead of me because he has
process," Kuba said. ''.All my lived in America already for a
coaches agreed this was a very · couple years ... I've been trying
good place for me. Being in to help him by talking to him

His approach~his desire and
his work ethic
are_as good as
anybody that
-we've had
here.'

<,

,
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The Knights hope Kusmieruk, nicknamed "Kuba," can soon be an inside force with his size.
At 7-foot-4, he towers over most.anyone at UCF, induding guard Drew Speraw, center.

about my experiences and how
to deal with missing your family:' Zondervan said
.
"Ibe speed and intensity of
the game will be far different in
college. It will be something
Kuba will have to adjust to, Zondervan.said And despite giving
up 7 inches to Kuba, Zondervan
feels he's played pretty well
against the big man.
Kuba is steadily improving
and is determined to become a
better player. He wants to be
coached and when he learns
techniques that are specific to
him, his coaches hope to have
him mature into a player that
will be able to use his greatest .
asset to his advantage, his size.
To go along with that, Kuba
has been trying to improve on
finishing inside and in traffic,
but that will come with learning
how to use his body Jaskulski
said. One thing that will help
make that easier is his ability to
use both hands around the rim,
something Jaskulski said is rare
for players his age.
''Whether it be positioning
offensively, so he catches the
ball in good operational areas,
. or whether it's how he is going

J

to defend on the defensive end,"
head coach Kirk Speraw said
'We just want to make sure we
put him in situations where he
can be effective."
Before, Kuba was used to <•
playing straight up-and-down,
but now he'll have to adjust to
physical contact and , bigger
players. Normally, players ofhis
siz.e are slow, but he moves well ,
and he has good feet for being
so ta11, Jaskulski said
·
0
Though Kuba is a work in
progress, his coaches say he has •
shown he has the skill and ability to be an effective player.
Once he gets us~d to the speed
of the game, learns the system
and collects game situations
Speraw and Jaskulski believe he "'
will be able to contribute as the
season unfolds.
"We hope that he will be
able to contnbute," Speraw said
"His progress, like most big
guys, they mature and progress
at a different rate than other _) .
guys. Sometimes it takes big
guys a little bit longer, but his
attitude, his approach, his desire ·
and his work ethic are as good ~-.
as anybody that we've had '
here."
0
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